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Introduction
These Support Notes are not mandatory. They provide advice and guidance on
approaches to delivering and assessing the National 2 Science in the
Environment Course. They are intended for teachers and lecturers who are
delivering the Course and its Units. They should be read in conjunction with the
Course Specification, and the Unit Specifications for the Units in the Course.
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General guidance on the Course
Aims
The aims of this Course are to enable learners to:








engage in practical scientific activities
begin to develop scientific literacy through the use of scientific and
environmental language in everyday contexts
recognise the use and value of science in the environment and how it affects
everyday life
tackle real-life situations involving science
develop an awareness of resources and their responsible and sustainable
use
make scientifically informed choices
use tools, equipment and materials safely

In addition, learners will have the opportunity to develop generic and transferable
skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work including thinking skills,
numeracy and citizenship in a contextualised, engaging and enjoyable way.

Progression into this Course
Entry to this Course is at the discretion of the centre.
The Course is suitable for learners who want to broaden their experience and
knowledge of science in the environment and their scientific curiosity. It is
suitable for learners with an interest in the subject and for those wanting to
progress to higher levels of study. It takes account of the needs of all learners by
providing sufficient flexibility for learners to achieve in different ways and at a
different pace.
This qualification may be suitable for learners who have successfully completed
qualifications in science or related areas at SCQF level 1. It may also be suitable
for those wishing to work towards a science qualification for the first time.
Experiences and outcomes from Early and First level sciences, social studies and
health and wellbeing curriculum areas may provide an appropriate basis for doing
this Course. The following prior skills, knowledge and understanding are
particularly relevant:



awareness of the local environment and the ability to use appropriate
vocabulary to describe it
awareness of themselves as a living being and what living things need to
stay alive
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Skills, knowledge and understanding covered
in this Course
This section provides further advice and guidance about the skills, knowledge
and understanding in the Course. Some Units may offer more opportunities than
others for the development of skills, knowledge and understanding. The table
below shows where there are opportunities to develop these within the individual
Units.

Using a range of basic scientific skills
in guided, practical scientific and
environmental activities
Using tools and equipment safely in
guided, practical scientific and
environmental activities
Recognising underlying scientific ideas
and how they affect everyday life for
self and others
Using scientific literacy in everyday
contexts
Suggesting solutions to tackle real-life
situations involving science and the
environment
Recognising resources available in
everyday life including their
responsible and sustainable use
Making scientifically informed choices

Science in the
Environment:
Living Things
Science in the
Environment:
Sustainable
Lifestyles
Managing an
Environmental
Area

Skills knowledge and understanding

Resources,
Forces and
Energy

 Significant opportunities to develop within the Unit

Some opportunities to develop within the Unit

Limited opportunities to develop within the Unit

























































Suggested learning and teaching approaches for the development of skills,
knowledge and understanding can be found in the Unit Support Notes and later
in this document in the section entitled: ‘Approaches to Learning and Teaching’.
A summary of the skills development across the Course can be found in
Appendix 1 of this document.
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Progression from this Course
On successful completion of this Course, the learner could progress to:



other qualifications in science or science related areas
further study, employment and/or training

The diagrams below show SQA Courses and Awards at SCQF levels 2 and 3
which could provide progression opportunities in science and science related
subjects. Further details about these Courses and Awards can be found on the
SQA website.
Diagram 1: Possible progression opportunities to other science related Courses
and Awards at SCQF level 2.

Diagram 2: Possible progression opportunities to other science Courses at SCQF
level 3.
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Details of progression opportunities from the component Units of the Science in
the Environment Course are contained within the Unit Support Notes.

Hierarchies
Hierarchy is the term used to describe Courses and Units which form a
structured sequence involving two or more SCQF levels.
It is important that any content in a Course and/or Unit at one particular SCQF
level is not repeated if a learner progresses to the next level of the hierarchy. The
skills and knowledge should be applied to new content and contexts to enrich the
learning experience. This is for centres to manage.
Relationships between National 3 and National 2 Units
A National 3 Unit may provide some evidence which can be used for a National 2
Unit. Where this occurs, teachers /lecturers should refer to the Outcomes and
Assessment Standards of the National 2 Unit to determine what additional
evidence is required.
Further information about hierarchies and the relationship between the Units at
National 2 and National 3 is contained within the Unit Support Notes for each
Unit.
(NB: Additional information about hierarchies between National 2 and National 1
Units will be published at a later date).
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Approaches to learning and
teaching
The purpose of this section is to provide general advice and guidance on
approaches to learning and teaching which can be used for any of the
component Units within the Course.
Effective learning and teaching will draw on a variety of approaches to enrich the
experience of learners. In particular, a mix of approaches which provide
opportunities for personalisation and choice will help to motivate and challenge
the learners.
The skills based focus of the Course readily lends itself to a variety of
approaches to learning and teaching which reflect those used within broad
general education and the values and principles of Curriculum for Excellence.
Learning should, where possible, be relevant to the learner’s everyday life, their
overall learning programme, and/or work and leisure. Teachers/lecturers could
also consider interdisciplinary and cross-curricular approaches to learning and
teaching and explore how extra-curricular activities or the personal interests of
learners could be included and recognised.
Learners should be given the opportunity to use their normal mode of
communication and have access to the appropriate resources for support where
they would normally be available in real-life situations in which the activity is
being carried out.
The distribution of time between the various Units is a matter of professional
judgement and is entirely at the discretion of the centre. Each Unit is likely to
require an approximately equal time allocation, although this may depend on the
learners’ prior learning in the different topic areas, learning and teaching methods
adopted and the design of the Course.
Sequencing and integration of Units
The timing and sequencing of the delivery and assessment of the Units is at the
discretion of the Centre. However, learning and teaching approaches should
provide opportunities to integrate skills wherever possible.
The following ‘Learner Journeys’ illustrate how the Units within the Course may
be sequenced and/or integrated. Please note that other combinations may also
be possible.
Learner Journey 1:
This Learner Journey shows the possibility of delivering the two mandatory Units:
Science in the Environment: Resources, Forces and Energy and Science in the
Environment: Living Things sequentially, followed by one of the Optional Units.
To experience the full range of opportunities within the Course, centres may wish
to offer learners the chance to complete both Optional Units.
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This sequence may be particularly suitable for learners who would benefit from
developing their underlying knowledge and understanding of science at the
beginning of the Course, or for those learners who have limited previous
experience of science. This order of delivery may support the gradual
development of scientific skills, knowledge, understanding and scientific literacy,
which can then be applied and reinforced within the Optional Units. Please note
that the two mandatory Units and the two Optional Units can be delivered in any
order.

Science in the
Environment:
Resources, Forces
and Energy

Science in the
Environment: Living
Things

Science in the
Environment:
Optional Units

Learner Journey 2:
This Learner Journey shows the possibility of delivering the Science in the
Environment: Resources, Forces and Energy Unit and the optional Science in the
Environment: Sustainable Lifestyles Unit at the same time. These Units can work
well together by focusing on the non-living elements of the Course. These Units
could be followed by the delivery of the Sciences in the Environment: Living
Things Unit and the optional Sciences in the Environment: Managing an
Environmental Area Unit at the same time. These Units may work well together
by focusing on the living elements of the Course. This sequence and integration
could support the development of linkages across the Course reinforcing skills,
knowledge and understanding and providing opportunities for greater breadth,
depth and transferability of learning.

Science in the
Environment: Resources,
Forces and Energy

Science in the
Environment: Living
Things

Science in the
Environment: Sustainable
Lifestyles

Science in the
Environment: Managing
an Environmental Area

Learner Journey 3:
This Learner Journey shows the possibility of delivering the two mandatory Units
and any of the Optional Units, concurrently. This approach would be particularly
suitable if a thematic or topic based approach to learning and teaching the
Science Course is adopted (see the section below on cross curricular working).
For example, learners could evidence the Units through the study of a topic such
as ‘Science at Home’, ‘Science in my School’ or ‘My Senses’. Topics could cut
across the Units and provide opportunities for learners to achieve the Outcomes
and Assessment Standards in a more dynamic way. This approach also has the
potential of maximising the relevance, reinforcement and transferability of
science.
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Science in the Environment:
Resources, Forces and Energy

Science in the Environment:
Living Things

Science in the Environment:
Optional Units

Further advice about integration of Outcomes is provided in the appropriate Unit
Support Notes.
Possible approaches to learning and teaching
It is important for learners at this level to have the opportunity to engage in a
range of learning and teaching approaches to suit their needs taking into account
their communication abilities, their likely pace of learning and the level of support
required. A varied approach to the teaching of science should, where possible,
be relevant to the learner’s everyday life, their overall learning programme, and/or
work and leisure.
Teachers/lecturers may want to consider drawing on for example,
interdisciplinary opportunities, cross-curricular approaches, investigations,
resource based and e-learning. Some possible contexts for these approaches are
given below.
Interdisciplinary opportunities
Interdisciplinary opportunities which provide a framework for the development of
integrated approaches to learning, teaching and assessment could be
considered. For example, learners could be involved in scheduled events which
take place throughout the year, such as:







Trade Fairs and Christmas or Summer Fairs which involve the use of
everyday resources such as paper, wood and food. Issues of reducing,
reusing and recycling could be discussed and actioned.
Coffee mornings which involve cooking or baking could explore how
materials such as sugar changes state when mixed with water or what
happens to water when heated or cooled.
Shows and plays which involve moving props or furniture could be used to
explore simple forces and the energy being used to make equipment or
props work.
Fund raising activities focusing on sustainability and selling items such as
flowers or vegetables grown in an environmental area
Sports Days which involve a range of physical forces and measuring
activities. The effect of different sports day events on breathing and heart
rates could also be measured.
Open Days could be used to showcase scientific activities carried out in the
classroom.
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Eco-weeks could provide opportunities for considering sustainability and how
we can look after our environment.
Volunteering or work experience opportunities could focus on managing an
environmental area, growing fruit, flowers and vegetables or conservation
work.

Cross-curricular opportunities
Cross-curricular opportunities which build on the relationship between science
and other curriculum areas such as technology, health and wellbeing, physical
education and social studies could also be considered and some examples are
listed in the table below.
Curriculum area
Technology/Art

Possible cross-curricular learning and teaching links
 Exploring the properties of different materials and
resources for making craft items.
 Using different types of forces such as twisting,
bending and stretching to create a range of effects
when making art or craftwork items.
 Exploring how different pieces of equipment work in
art or craft workshops and the energy they use.
 Recording results of observations using computers
or other devices such as digital cameras.

Health and wellbeing







Physical Education





Social Studies





Discussing what we need to be healthy.
Planning and making healthy meals or dishes.
Making healthy choices in respect of diet, exercise
and relaxation.
Recognising what happens to our bodies when we
exercise.
Investigating the nutritional properties such as fats,
proteins and carbohydrates in different types of
food.
Exploring the effect of exercise on the body.
Exploring different types of materials used in sports
equipment eg wood, rubber and metal.
Identifying a range of forces used in sport and
physical activity.
Collecting information about the environment.
Collecting and using information about current
science topics such as renewable energy and
environmental sustainability.
Using information to make a decision or form an
opinion.

Investigations
Opportunities for investigative work could provide a stimulus for scientific curiosity
and for learners to question and tackle real-life situations involving science.
Investigative tasks could provide learners with the opportunity to observe, explore
and discuss science in their environment and respond to ‘what if’ type questions.
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Investigative tasks could include, for example: measuring the effect of
exercise on the body such as taking a pulse or breathing rates.
Observing the properties of resources such as sugar, metal, wood and salt
and then exploring what happens to these substances when added to water.
Carrying out a survey of living things on a field trip.
Finding out what happens to an object when different types of forces are
applied.
Finding out how household appliances work and the types of energy they
use.
Investigating the preferred living conditions for minibeasts such as woodlice
and discussing what might happen if these living conditions change.
Exploring the effect of different environmental conditions on plants.

Investigative tasks which use a collaborative approach could be supported by
questions which encourage learners to explain their thinking, such as: ‘Why do
you think that happened?’ Collaborative working during investigative work could
also provide learners with the opportunity to ‘think, pair and share’ ideas and may
be particularly helpful in developing learners’ confidence in the use of scientific
literacy. Collaborative approaches can be used within Units and across Courses
where it is helpful to simulate real life situations, share tasks and promote team
working skills. However, there must be clear evidence to show that the learner
has met the required assessment standards for the Unit or Course.
Resource based learning
Resources available within the local area could provide relevant and stimulating
opportunities for learning and teaching. Some examples of possible resources
include:







Visiting speakers to talk about how science is used in careers such as
nursing, hospitality, sports coaching or construction.
Competitions or awards with organisations such as the John Muir Trust, EcoSchools or WWF could focus learning and teaching for a specific purpose.
Local voluntary services such as community action groups or social
enterprise organisations such as the Social Enterprise Academy could
provide local resources or contexts for hands on local environmental work or
sustainable action.
Using technology to collect, organise and represent real-life data and
information.
Collecting and using leaflets and other types of publications from the local
authority, eg recycling leaflets or organisations such as the Scottish Natural
Heritage or the National Trust for Scotland.

Examples of suggested learning and teaching resources can be found in
Appendix 2 of this document.
E-learning
Where resources permit, centres should use technology to support learning and
teaching throughout the National 2 Science in the Environment Course and this
could include, for example, using:



Calculators and computers for handling data and calculations
Multi-media software to help learners present and engage with materials
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Interactive websites provided by national and local organisations
Computer simulations or webcams to motivate and contextualise learning

Specific examples of learning and teaching contexts that could be used for the
Units within this Course can be found in the Unit Support Notes.
Learning about Scotland and Scottish culture will enrich the learners' learning
experience and help them to develop the skills for learning, life and work they will
need to prepare them for taking their place in a diverse, inclusive and
participative Scotland and beyond. Where there are opportunities to contextualise
approaches to learning and teaching to Scottish contexts, teachers and lecturers

should consider this.

Developing skills for learning, skills for life
and skills for work
The Course Specification lists the skills for learning, skills for life and skills for
work that learners should develop through this Course. These are based on
SQA’s Skills Framework: Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work and
should be built into the Course where there are appropriate opportunities.
Throughout the Course there are significant opportunities to develop the following
skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work:









Remembering — the ability to identify, recognise and recall facts, events and
sequences from, and whilst engaged in, practical scientific activities.
Applying — the ability to use information to solve a problem in a different
context, and to plan, organise and complete a task. For example, using
knowledge gained in the Science in the Environment: Resources, Forces and
Energy Unit to support practical tasks carried out in the Science in the
Environment: Sustainable Lifestyles Unit.
Analysing and evaluating — within the Course, learners will have the
opportunity to explore a range of real-life situations involving science.
Learners could be given the opportunity to discuss their observations and,
with support, draw simple conclusions, opinions or share ideas.
Numeracy — the ability to select and apply number processes, time and
measurement, and information handling skills in real-life contexts. For
example, learners could be asked to take measurements of heart and
breathing rates in Physical Education, record the information and discuss
what the results might mean.
Citizenship — includes having concern for the environment and for others;
being aware of rights and responsibilities and acting responsibly. Learners
could be given the opportunity within the two Optional Units to develop a
caring and responsible attitude towards a local environmental area. This
could include preparing and maintaining an area for living things or using
available resources responsibly.
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Listening and talking — the ability to access, engage in and understand their
learning and to communicate their thoughts, ideas and opinions. This Course
will provide learners with the opportunity to work within real-life contexts and
communicate their thinking by receiving and communicating information in a
variety of ways.

In addition, there may also be opportunities for learners to develop the following:



Physical wellbeing — means recognising the importance and benefits of
healthy and active living and practising skills to make the most of positive
aspects of activity, such as enjoyment and challenge.
Employability — this Course aims to develop basic scientific skills,
knowledge and understanding that could be relevant for a range of supported
employment opportunities. The Optional Units also aim to develop the
personal qualities, skills, knowledge, understanding that may be suitable to
employment opportunities involving the care of living things or the care of a
local environmental area and taking into account the opinions and ideas of
others.

Further guidance on the development of skills for life, skills for learning and skills
for work can be found in the Unit Support Notes.
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Approaches to assessment
Learners will benefit from receiving accurate and regular feedback regarding their
learning. This helps to ensure they are actively involved in the assessment
process. It is also important that different approaches to assessment are adopted
to suit the varying needs of learners.
Assessment strategies and methods
There may be opportunities in the day-to-day delivery of the Units in the Course
to gather evidence which satisfies a number of Units, a Unit or part of a Unit. This
is naturally occurring evidence and teachers/lecturers may wish to capture and
record this where possible. Approaches to assessment could therefore mirror
those suggested in the section on ‘Approaches to learning and teaching’.
Learners should be given the opportunity to use their normal mode of
communication and have access to appropriate resources or support where they
would normally be available in learning and teaching situations.
Suggested approaches to assessment relevant for any of the component Units in
this Course include:







Observation during practical tasks.
Oral questioning during, and on completion of tasks.
Using a project/extended activity to assess a range of Outcomes or Units
together.
Using real life activities and events such as gardening, sport or making
items, eg meals, clothes or household items using a range of resources.
Using extra-curricular activities (both within the centre and/or the community)
such as conservation projects or voluntary community activities.
Integrating assessment across curriculum areas, eg a topic being studied in
Home Economics or Social Studies could provide the opportunity to generate
evidence for the Science in the Environment Course.

Whatever assessment method is used teachers/lecturers are encouraged to be
as inclusive as possible taking into account the needs and experiences of their
learners. In particular, internal assessment should:



Use content, resources and materials that recognise different groups and
avoid bias or stereotyping.
Where possible provide a balance of assessment methods and adopt
alternative approaches to gather evidence which build in opportunities for
personalisation and choice.
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Authentication
For guidance on authentication of evidence which is gathered outwith the direct
supervision of the teacher/lecturer responsible for the learner, eg outside the
school or classroom, refer to SQA’s Guide to Assessment.
Combining assessment across Units
When the Units are delivered as part of a Course, assessment can be combined.
The pattern of combined assessment can mirror that for integrated delivery as
suggested in the section of ‘Approaches to Learning and Teaching’ in this
document.
A combined approach to assessment is recommended because it has the
potential to:



enrich the assessment process for learners and teachers/lecturers by
bringing together elements of different Units
improve the relevance and coherence of the programme of learning

Opportunities for cross-curriculum working can provide a framework for
integrated approaches to assessment. For example, learners could be involved
in:







Environmental Weeks
Eco-Schools awards
Volunteering Days with a local environmental organisation
Sports Day to measure the effects of exercise and identify the forces used in
a range of sports
Tuck shops and Trade Fairs selling healthy food options
Recycling materials after a party or concert

Gathering evidence
One approach to gathering evidence might involve creating a portfolio or
workbook for the Course as a whole, or for each Unit.
The portfolio, workbook or similar method of collating evidence could include the
following types of evidence. Please note this list of suggestions is not exhaustive:











Written evidence
Results of tests, quizzes or competitions
Oral evidence from discussions between the teacher/lecturer and the learner,
or between learners.
Observation notes/checklists used during group or collaborative tasks
Extracts from workbooks or jotters which show a collection of evidence
generated during day-to-day teaching and learning activities
Computer generated assessment records or printouts from simulations,
games or on-line tests
Photographs of project or investigative work or to record milestone
achievement
Spreadsheets and computer generated graphics
Diagrams, pictures or illustrations
Video recordings of practical activities
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Reviews by others (eg external specialists, other subject specialists if
interdisciplinary working is involved).

When evidence is collected using a thematic approach or when Outcomes are
being combined across Units, the use of a combined assessment recording sheet
may be helpful. An exemplar combined assessment recording sheet is provided
in Appendix 3.
Guidance on approaches to assessment and gathering evidence for the Units
within the Course can be found in the Unit Support Notes.
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Equality and inclusion
The additional support needs of learners should be taken into account when
planning learning experiences or when considering any reasonable adjustments
that may be required. Assessment methods should offer all learners an equal
opportunity to demonstrate their achievement. This should be reflected in the
language used, the use of different assessment presentation methods and the
use of appropriate illustrative materials which reflect an inclusive view.
Learners undertaking qualifications at SCQF level 2 are likely to require more
support with their learning than at other levels, and learners should be given as
much support as they need to engage with learning, teaching and assessment
activities whilst maintaining the integrity of the Outcome and Assessment
Standards.
Examples of support might include:





allowing extra time to complete activities
practical helpers under direct learner instruction could assist with practical
activities (this could also include a reader or scribe as appropriate)
the use of specialised and adapted equipment
the use of ICT and other assistive technologies

It is recognised that centres have their own duties under equality and other
legislation and policy initiatives. The guidance given in these Course Support
Notes is designed to sit alongside these duties but is specific to the delivery and
assessment of the Course.
It is important that centres are aware of and understand SQA’s assessment
arrangements for disabled learners, and those with additional support needs,
when making requests for adjustments to published assessment arrangements.
Centres will find more guidance on this in the series of publications on
Assessment Arrangements on SQA’s website: www.sqa.org.uk/sqa//14977.html.
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Appendix 1: National 2 Science in the Environment Skills
Development
This Course is practical and experiential, aiming to develop an awareness and understanding of science in the environment through real-life contexts. By
relating science to real-life contexts, learners will begin to understand how it affects and influences themselves, lifestyle, society and the environment.

Aims

SfLLW

Unit Titles

The aims of this
Course are to enable
learners to:

Literacy:

Science in the
Environment:
Resources,
Forces and
Energy






Engage in
practical scientific
activities
Begin to develop
scientific literacy
through the use
of scientific and
environmental
language in
everyday
contexts
Recognise the
use and value of
science in the
environment and
how it affects
everyday life



Listening and
Talking

Mandatory/
Optional
Mandatory



Money, Time
and
Measurement
Information
Handling

Thinking Skills:




1. Participate in practical activities to explore resources



Observing and recording the properties of resources
Identifying how resources are used in everyday life

2. Participate in practical activities to explore forces and
energy

Numeracy:


Unit Outcomes and assessment standards



Science in the
Environment:
Living Things

Remembering
Applying
Analysing and
Evaluating
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Mandatory

Observing and recording how forces can affect everyday
objects or materials
 Identifying how everyday objects work and the type of
energy they use
1. Participate in practical activities to explore living things




Distinguishing between living and non-living things
Classifying living things according to their characteristics
Building food chains
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Tackle real-life
situations
involving science
Develop an
awareness of
resources and
their responsible
and sustainable
use
Make
scientifically
informed choices
Use tools,
equipment and
materials safely

2.

Employability,
enterprise and
citizenship


Participate in practical activities to explore the human
body and factors that affect health and wellbeing



Citizenship

Science in the
Environment:
Sustainable
Lifestyles

Optional

Science in the
Environment:
Managing an
Environmental
Area

Optional

Identifying the function and position of the main parts of
the human body
 Finding out about a range of factors that affect health and
wellbeing
 Producing a basic lifestyle plan for personal health and
wellbeing
1. Use resources responsibly in a local area




1.
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Describing why a resource needs to be used responsibly
Identifying ideas to use the resource responsibly
Carrying out the ideas
Commenting on the success of the ideas or identifying an
idea for further action
Prepare and maintain a local environmental area for
living things
Describing ways in which a local environmental area could
be developed or used for living things
Identifying ideas to prepare and maintain a local
environmental area
Carrying out the ideas
Commenting on the success of the ideas or identifying an
idea for further action
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Appendix 2: Suggested Resources
The following resources were correct at the time of print and may be subject to
change.
Suggested Organisation
available through the
Web
John Muir Trust

Countryside Ranger
Service

Possible Resources or
Support Materials
The John Muir Trust is a wild land conservation
charity. The Trust organises conservation Working
Parties, local groups and offers a wide range of
resources, publications and events. The John Muir
Award is an environmental award scheme focused
on wild places. It encourages awareness and
responsibility for the natural environment, in a spirit
of fun, adventure and exploration. The Award is
open to all. A number of case studies are available
on their website.
Many of the City Councils in Scotland offer a
Countryside Ranger Service who educate,
interpret, monitor and protect Scotland’s wildlife
and its environment, major areas being:






Grounds for Learning

environmental education
practical conservation works
countryside events
wildlife surveys
working with communities

The Countryside Ranger Service is also involved in
the development and implementation of the
Scottish Outdoor Access Code, which sets out the
rights and responsibilities of recreational users
given in the Land Reform (Scotland) Act.
Grounds for Learning helps Scottish children to
connect with nature, become more active, learn
outdoors, develop social skills and have fun.
Where possible it encourages young people to
have a say in the way their grounds are used and
improved. The main strands of our work are:






working alongside schools to help them
implement practical projects that transform
their outdoors and children’s school
experiences
supporting schools and settings across
Scotland through resources [in print, online
and in film], training programmes, advisory
visits, membership and bespoke services to
Local Authorities and other partners
advocating the importance to children of
quality outdoor spaces and experiences in
their schools and nurseries
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Scottish Natural Heritage

SNH's work is about caring for the natural heritage,
enabling people to enjoy it, helping people to
understand and appreciate it, and supporting those
who manage it.

Additional examples of resources relevant to each Unit are available in the Unit
Support Notes.

Course Support Notes for National 2 Science in the Environment Course
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Appendix 3: Exemplar combined
assessment record
This tracking sheet may be particularly useful if a combined or thematic approach
is taken to assess the National 2 Science in the Environment Course.
Outcomes and Assessment Standards
Science in the Environment: Resources, Forces and Energy
Unit (Mandatory)
Participate in practical activities to explore resources by:
 Observing and recording the properties of resources
 Identifying how resources are used in everyday life
Participate in practical activities to explore forces and energy
by:
 Observing and recording how forces can affect everyday
objects or materials
 Identifying how everyday objects work and the type of energy
they use
Science in the Environment: Living Things Unit (Mandatory)
Participate in practical activities to explore living things by:
 Distinguishing between living and non-living things
 Classifying living things according to their characteristics
 Building food chains
Participate in practical activities to explore the human body
and factors that affect health and wellbeing by:
 Identifying the function and position of the main parts of the
human body
 Finding out about a range of factors that affect health and
wellbeing
 Producing a basic lifestyle plan for personal health and
wellbeing
Science in the Environment: Sustainable Lifestyles Unit
(Optional)
Use resources responsibly in a local area by:
 Describing why resources need to be used responsibly
 Identifying ideas to use the resource responsibly
 Carrying out the ideas
 Commenting on the success of the ideas or identifying an idea
for further action
Sciences in the Environment: Managing an Environmental
Area Unit (Optional)
Prepare and maintain a local area for living things by:
 Describing ways in which a local environmental area could be
developed or used for living things
 Identifying ideas to prepare and maintain a local environmental
area
 Carrying out the ideas
 Commenting on the success of the ideas or identifying an idea
for further action
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Appendix 4: Reference documents
The following reference documents will provide useful information and
background.
 Assessment Arrangements (for disabled candidates and/or those with
additional support needs) — various publications are available on SQA’s
website at: www.sqa.org.uk/sqa//14977.html.
 Building the Curriculum 4: Skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work
 Building the Curriculum 5: A framework for assessment
 Course Specifications
 Design Principles for National Courses
 Guide to Assessment (June 2008)
 Overview of Qualification Reports
 Principles and practice papers for curriculum areas
 SCQF Handbook: User Guide (published 2009) and
SCQF level descriptors (to be reviewed during 2011 to 2012):
www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/4595.html
 SQA Skills Framework: Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work
 Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work: Using the Curriculum
Tool
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Unit Support Notes — Science in the
Environment: Living Things (National
2)

This document may be reproduced in whole or in part for educational purposes provided that no profit is
derived from reproduction and that, if reproduced in part, the source is acknowledged. Additional copies of
these Unit Support Notes can be downloaded from SQA’s website: www.sqa.org.uk.
Please refer to the note of changes at the end of this document for details of changes from previous version
(where applicable).

Introduction
These support notes are not mandatory. They provide advice and guidance on
approaches to delivering and assessing the Science in the Environment: Living
Things (National 2) Unit. They are intended for teachers and lecturers who are
delivering this Unit.
They should be read in conjunction with:





the Unit Specification
the Course Specification
the Course Support Notes
appropriate assessment support materials
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General guidance on the Unit
Aims
The general aim of this Unit is to enable learners to develop an awareness and
knowledge of living things.
Learners will explore the diversity of living things and the dependence between
them. Learners will also develop an awareness of themselves as a living being by
finding out about the main parts of the human body and factors that affect their
health and wellbeing. By exploring living things through practical activities,
learners will begin to develop their scientific literacy.
Learners who successfully complete this Unit will be able to:
1
2

Participate in practical activities to explore living things
Participate in practical activities to explore the human body and factors that
affect health and wellbeing

Progression into this Unit
Entry into this Unit is at the discretion of the centre.
Prior learning, life and work experiences may provide an appropriate basis for
entry into this Unit. This could include relevant skills, knowledge and
understanding and appropriate experiences and outcomes from the sciences,
health and wellbeing and social studies curriculum areas. Further information is
available in the Course Support Notes.
This Unit may also be appropriate for learners with science, health and wellbeing
and social studies related qualifications at SCQF level 1.

Skills, knowledge and understanding covered
in this Unit
Information about skills, knowledge and understanding is given in the National 2
Science in the Environment Course Support Notes.
If this Unit is being delivered on a free-standing basis, teachers and lecturers are
free to select the skills, knowledge, understanding and contexts which are most
appropriate for delivery in their centres.
Content and contexts which are used in the teaching of this Unit are at the
discretion of the centre. Content and contexts must, however, provide evidence
of all Outcomes and the Assessment Standards in the Unit.
At this level content and contexts for the development of skills, knowledge and
understanding should be very simple or basic. This may include for example
identifying and classifying living things that are commonly seen or experienced by
learners and building simple food chains involving no more than three layers.
Unit Support Notes for Science in the Environment: Living Things (National 2) Unit
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Learners may also investigate the main function and approximate position of the
main parts of the human body and discuss simple factors affecting health and
wellbeing such as exercise, diet and rest. A basic lifestyle plan may incorporate
these three factors over a short period of time eg a day or week. Further
examples of very simple and basic contexts are provided in the section on
‘Approaches to learning, teaching and assessment’ later in this document.

Progression from this Unit
This Unit may provide progression to:




Other Units in the National 2 Science in the Environment Course
Other science and science related Units at SCQF level 2
Other science and science related Units at SCQF level 3

The Science in the Environment: Living Things Unit has applications in a variety
of other subject areas including life and work. The skills, knowledge and
understanding developed in this Unit could therefore support both breadth and
depth of learning in other curriculum areas such as physical education, social
studies and health and wellbeing in addition to life and work contexts. Examples
of possible progression routes to other Units and Awards at SCQF level 2 and 3
are provided in the following diagrams.
Diagram 3: Progression opportunities from the Science in the Environment:
Living Things Unit into related SCQF 2 Units
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Diagram 4: Progression opportunities from the Science in the Environment: Living
Things Unit into related SCQF level 3 Units

Please note that other progression routes are also possible and any decision
about progression is at the discretion of the centre.
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Approaches to learning, teaching
and assessment
The purpose of this section is to provide advice and guidance on approaches to
learning, teaching and assessment for this Unit.
There are a variety of learning and teaching approaches which can be used to
deliver this Unit. This section of the Unit Support Notes provides advice and
guidance and includes examples of some approaches that could be used.
Teachers/lecturers should provide opportunities for personalisation and choice
where appropriate to ensure that learning is relevant and motivating. Learning
should where possible be related to the learners’ everyday life, their overall
learning programme and/or work and leisure.
Individual needs of learners should be taken into account when planning
learning, teaching and assessment activities. Evidence from practical activities
can be gathered and presented in a variety of formats using the learners’ usual
means of communication.
Teachers/lecturers should ensure that safe working practices are adopted at all
times. It is expected that centres will have their own Health and Safety policy and
that this will guide practice and enable safe practical activities to be undertaken.
Learners will require guidance when using any unfamiliar materials equipment or
apparatus.
The Course Support Notes provide generic advice on approaches to learning,
teaching, assessment, gathering evidence and authentication which applies to all
component Units of the Course. It is recommended that the Course Support
Notes are read before delivering this Unit.
Combining and sequencing learning, teaching and assessment within the
Unit
The combination and sequencing of delivery and assessment for this Unit is
entirely at the discretion of the centre. Two main approaches are suggested here,
but other possibilities may exist.
Outcomes 1 and 2 combined
Where appropriate, teachers/lecturers may be able to combine learning and
assessment of the two Outcomes. This could be done by focusing on humans
when distinguishing between living and non-living things, and classifying humans
as a living thing according to their characteristics. Opportunities exist for
integration by expanding knowledge of what human beings and other living things
have in common, such as senses, movement, reproduction and growth. Learners
may also be able to build humans into a simple three layer food chain before
producing a basic lifestyle plan which incorporates the selection of food.
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Outcomes 1 and 2 delivered sequentially
Outcome 1 has the potential to develop an understanding of the characteristics
that distinguish living and non-living things. This leads naturally on to learning
about specific topics delivered in Outcome 2, ie the human body, general health
and wellbeing and finally the preparation of a personal lifestyle plan. For
example, learners may benefit from learning about the characteristics of living
and non-living things prior to focusing on learning about the human as a living
being. Once basic knowledge of how the human body functions is established,
learners could then learn about the more abstract concepts associated with
factors that affect health and wellbeing.
It is recommended that assessment evidence for this Unit is collected as a
natural part of the learning and teaching. Where assessment is carried out as a
discrete activity, this could be as a single event or it may be broken up into
smaller, more manageable sections. In this case care must be taken to avoid
duplication of evidence and potential over-assessment.
For the Science in the Environment: Living Things Unit, some suggested contexts
and approaches to learning, teaching and assessment for each Outcome are
described in Appendix 1.
Please note that although multiple examples are provided in Appendix 1, for
assessment purposes it is only necessary to provide evidence of:







Distinguishing between three living and three non-living things
Classifying living things according to their characteristics from three different
groups
Building one, three layer food chain
Identifying the function and position of at least two human body parts
Finding out about two positive and two negative impacts on health and
wellbeing
A basic lifestyle plan over a period of a day incorporating: diet, exercise
personal hygiene and relaxation

Further details can be found in the Unit Specification.
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Developing skills for learning, skills for life
and skills for work
For this Unit there are significant opportunities to develop the following skills for
learning, skills for life and skills for work, some of these opportunities are
described in the table below:
SQA Skills for Learning, Skills
for Life and Skills for Work
Framework Definition
Numeracy
Information Handling
Information handling means
being able to interpret data in
tables, charts and other
graphical displays to draw
sensible conclusions. It involves
interpreting the data and
considering its reliability in
making reasoned deductions
and informed decisions. It also
involves an awareness and
understanding of the chance of
events happening.

Literacy
Listening and talking
Listening means the ability to
understand and interpret ideas,
opinions and information
presented orally for a purpose
and within a context, drawing on
non-verbal communication as
appropriate. Talking means the
ability to communicate orally
ideas, opinions and information
for a purpose and within a
context.
Thinking Skills
Remembering
Remembering is the ability to
identify, recognise and recall
facts, events and sequences.

Suggested approaches for learning and teaching

In the Living Things Unit, learners could be
encouraged to handle a range of information from
observations and measurements and information from
magazines, pamphlets and teaching resources.
Learners could explore different ways in which
information can be presented using diagrams,
photographs, tables, lists and notes. Learners could
be given the opportunity to discuss this information
and interpret what they think it means. In some cases
there may be opportunities for learners to use this
information to make decisions such as what is a
healthy lifestyle and what do I need to do to be
healthier.

The practical nature of this Unit lends itself to a wide
range of opportunities to develop listening and talking.
Learners will have the opportunity to access, engage
in and understand their learning and to communicate
their thoughts, ideas and opinions. This Unit will
provide learners with the opportunity to discuss the
characteristics and living things and what living things
need to do to stay alive. Learners will also have the
opportunity to devise and talk about a personal
lifestyle plan which can be shared with family
members.

Wherever possible, learners could be given the
opportunity to relate their learning to existing
knowledge and understanding. Learners could be
encouraged to recall living and non-living things they
have seen at home or in the local environment.
Learners could also be encouraged to recognise and
recall the characteristics of different living things to
identify their classification.
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Applying
Applying is the ability to use
existing information to solve a
problem in a different context,
and to plan, organise and
complete a task.

In this Unit, learners could be encouraged to use
information they have found out about living things
and the human body and apply this to engage in given
tasks or situations. For example, learners could be
given the opportunity to produce and carry out a
lifestyle plan for a short period of time to help improve
their health and wellbeing. This will require learners to
relate to factors that positively affect health and
wellbeing and then be able to apply this knowledge in
existing or new daily routines.

In addition, opportunities may also exist for the development of the following skills
for learning, skills for life and skills for work:


Physical Wellbeing: means recognising the importance and benefits of
healthy and active living and practising skills to make the most of positive
aspects of activity, such as enjoyment and challenge.

There may also be further opportunities for the development of additional skills
for learning, skills for life and skills for work in the delivery of this Unit. However,
this may vary across Centres depending on approaches being used to deliver the
Unit. Decisions regarding development opportunities will be made by teachers
and centres.
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Equality and inclusion
Learners undertaking qualifications at SCQF level 2 are likely to require more
support with their learning than at other levels. Learners should be given as much
support as they need to engage in learning, teaching and assessment whilst
maintaining the integrity of the Outcomes and Assessment Standards.
Examples of the type of support which may be appropriate for this Unit are as
follows:





adaptive and assistive technologies and other aids to learning
use of oral and/or visual activities
use of real materials where possible
support for practical activities where the learner can give instructions to an
assistant

Other types of support are also possible and would be determined by the
teacher/lecturer in response to the specific needs of the learner.
It is recognised that centres have their own duties under equality and other
legislation and policy initiatives. The guidance given in these Unit Support Notes
is designed to sit alongside these duties but is specific to the delivery and
assessment of the Unit.
Alternative approaches to Unit assessment to take account of the specific needs
of learners can be used. However, the centre must be satisfied that the integrity
of the assessment is maintained and where the alternative approach to
assessment will, in fact, generate the necessary evidence of achievement.
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Appendix 1: Suggested examples of learning, teaching and
assessment activities
For Outcome 1: Participate in practical activities to explore living things
Assessment
Standards
1.1 Distinguishing
between living and
non-living things

Possible learning, teaching and assessment activities







1.2 Classifying living
things according to
their
characteristics






In science, living is used to describe anything that is or has ever been alive (dog, flower, seed, road kill, log);
non-living is used to describe anything that is not now nor has ever been alive (rock, mountain, glass,
wristwatch).
Sorting living and non-living things according to their characteristics. This could be done with real objects or by
using pictures.
Investigate living and non-living things by identifying living and non-living things in school or a local
environmental area.
Learners could discuss and try to identify the seven life processes which distinguish living from non-living
things: growth, nutrition, reproduction, movement, sensitivity, excretion and respiration.
Learners could engage in practical activities to compare living and non-living things such as plant/seed
germination by giving water, food, and light in comparison to giving water food and light to a non-living thing
such as a stone.
Learners could also produce their own posters or fact sheets identifying the examples and characteristics of
living things and examples and characteristics of non-living things.
Find out about the difference between vertebrates and invertebrates.
Use pictures or observation of living things to classify: - insects, fish, birds, amphibians, reptiles, plants and
mammals.
Create or use games such as ‘who am I?’. Identification cards could be used to classify living things according
to their characteristics.
Use drama/charades to act out different types of living things.
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1.3 Building food
chains










Investigate or survey the local environment to find out what kinds of creatures live there and what conditions
they are living in.
Discuss how some animals have adapted to survive in their environment.
Investigate a simple food chain in action eg planet in a bottle using brine, shrimps, algae and sand in salty
water.
Investigate the role of decomposers by making a wormery, use layers of sand and soil to track the worms’
movements.
Attract worms to the surface by stamping – watch videos of birds doing the same to catch their prey.
Find out about simple three layer food chains (explain that the arrow means eaten by).
Produce
Consumer
Predator
r
Use pictures to match types of plants with types of consumers with types of predators. Discuss the role of
decomposers and what might happen if the chain is broken.
Explore the use of the words ‘predator’ and ‘prey’ and how they have adapted to catch their prey, or escape
from their predator.
Use a card game with a mixture of plants, predators and consumers and try to create a variety of food chains.
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For Outcome 2: Participate in practical activities to explore the human body and factors that affect health and wellbeing
Assessment
Standards
2.1
Identifying the
function and position of
the main parts of the
human body

Possible learning, teaching and assessment activities



Investigate the position of the main parts of the human body: heart, lungs, brain, stomach, senses and bones.
Measure pulse rate over a minute at rest and during exercise, record the results and discuss the differences
and why our heart needs to pump more during exercise.
 Measure breathing rates over a minute at rest and during exercise, record the results and discuss the
differences and why our lungs need to work harder during exercise.
 Identify the five senses and find out what they do for example:
— Investigate the sensitivity of different parts of the arm, record and discuss the results
— Investigate the ability to recognise the taste of food with and without the chance to smell, record and discuss
the results
— Find out about taste zones on the tongue: sweet, sour, bitter and salty record and discuss the results.
 Observe the arrangement of bones on a model skeleton or look at old x-rays and discuss why we have bones
in our body (ie protection, support and movement).
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2.2
Finding out
about a range of
factors that affect
health and wellbeing




Begin a Health Promotion Project in collaboration with local General Practice/Health Centre.
Group project to produce fact sheets/posters to highlight factors impacting positively and negatively on health
and wellbeing including:
Positive aspects
Balanced diet
Exercise
Good hygiene
Healthy weight
Relaxation and sleep







2.3
Producing a
basic lifestyle plan for
personal health and
wellbeing








Negative aspects
Diet with too much fat and sugar
Lack of exercise
Smoking, alcohol, substance
abuse
Poor hygiene
Under/overweight
Not enough relaxation or sleep

Invite guest speakers such as nurses, doctors or health care workers to come and talk about personal health
and wellbeing.
Investigate the relationship between height and weight.
Find out about healthy and unhealthy lifestyles by collecting pictures from magazines or leaflets.
Test different types of food for fat (using filter paper) and sugar (using Benedict’s solution.
Carryout a survey to find out what people do in their spare time. Calculate how much time per day is used for
exercise.
Test different types of fitness in physical education (strength, stamina and suppleness).
Investigate colour coding on food labelling to identify healthy and unhealthy food options.
Keep a lifestyle diary over the period of a day or week.
Discuss healthy and unhealthy aspects recorded in the diary.
Identify realistic personal goals covering 2 or 3 positive aspects of a healthy lifestyle eg diet, exercise,
relaxation, sleep or hygiene.
Produce a realistic lifestyle plan and try to keep to it. Keep a diary and discuss what happened.
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Further details about possible approaches to learning, teaching and assessment
and gathering evidence applicable to all component Units in the Course are given
in the Course Support Notes.
Exemplification of assessment can be found in the Unit Assessment Support.
Further information about resources for learning, teaching and assessment can
be found in Appendix 1.
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Appendix 2: Suggested resources
These suggested resources were correct at the time of print and may be subject
to change.
Suggested organisation
available from the web
Glasgow Science Centre

BBC Wildlife
BBC Science and Nature
Scottish Government Take
on Life initiative
The Anatomy Colouring
Book
British Nutrition Foundation

BBC Science
BBC Bitesize

Schoolscience
Monster Sciences

Possible resources or
support materials
A range of teaching and learning materials for
Life and Health. All resources are free and age
appropriate. Science centres are also available in
a number of towns and cities across Scotland.
Basic introduction to animal categories and
characteristics. Provides numerous video clips of
a wide variety of living things.
Based on the Healthier Scotland website provides
links to healthy eating and exercise
ISBN13: 9780805350869 - ISBN10: 0805350861
Pearson Education – Teacher/Lecturer support.
Promotes the nutritional wellbeing of society with
the latest research and news. It works in
partnership with academic and research
institutes, the food industry, educators and
government.
Provide a wide range of resources, lesson plans,
quizzes and experiments that can be used with
learners from all age groups. Topics relevant to
this Unit — a basic introduction and distinction
between living and non-living things.
Schoolscience provides free learning resources,
information and news for science education.
Provides an extensive variety of hands on
experiments that learners can really do and learn
from.
Complete Teacher's Notes tell you what should
happen, and why and everything you need can
be found in the classroom or easily brought from
home.
Investigations enable students to observe results
first hand and relate them to their existing
knowledge to build understanding.
Extension activities are also provided along with
guided questions to assist class discussions.
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Appendix 3: Reference documents
The following reference documents will provide useful information and
background.
 Assessment Arrangements (for disabled candidates and/or those with
additional support needs) — various publications on SQA’s website:
http://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/14976.html
 Building the Curriculum 4: Skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work
 Building the Curriculum 5: A framework for assessment
 Course Specifications
 Design Principles for National Courses
 Guide to Assessment (June 2008)
 Overview of Qualification Reports
 Overview of Qualification Reports
 Principles and practice papers for curriculum areas
 Research Report 4 — Less is More: Good Practice in Reducing Assessment
Time
 Coursework Authenticity — a Guide for Teachers and Lecturers
 SCQF Handbook: User Guide (published 2009) and
SCQF level descriptors (to be reviewed during 2011 to 2012):
www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/4595.html
 SQA Skills Framework: Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work
 Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work: Using the Curriculum
Tool
 SQA Guidelines on e-assessment for Schools
 SQA Guidelines on Online Assessment for Further Education
 SQA e-assessment web page: www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/5606.html
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Introduction
These support notes are not mandatory. They provide advice and guidance on
approaches to delivering and assessing the Science in the Environment:
Resources, Forces and Energy (National 2) Unit. They are intended for teachers
and lecturers who are delivering this Unit.
They should be read in conjunction with:





the Unit Specification
the Course Specification
the Course Support Notes
appropriate assessment support materials
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General guidance on the Unit
Aims
The general aim of this Unit is to develop learners’ awareness through practical
activities of resources and forces and how everyday objects work.
Through practical activities, learners will explore the properties and use of
resources such as air, water, oil and wood. Learners will also develop their
awareness of forces such as pushing and pulling and identify how everyday
objects work and the type of energy they use. By exploring science through
practical activities, learners will begin to develop their scientific literacy.
Learners who successfully complete this Unit will be able to:
1
2

Participate in practical activities to explore resources
Participate in practical activities to explore forces and energy

Progression into this Unit
Entry into this Unit is at the discretion of the centre.
Prior learning, life and work experiences may provide an appropriate basis for
entry into this Unit. This could include relevant skills, knowledge and
understanding and appropriate experiences and outcomes from the sciences and
social studies curriculum areas. Further information is available in the Course
Support Notes.
This Unit may also be appropriate for learners with science and social studies
related qualifications at SCQF level 1.

Skills, knowledge and understanding covered
in this Unit
Information about skills, knowledge and understanding is given in the National 2
Science in the Environment Course Support Notes.
If this Unit is being delivered on a free-standing basis, teachers and lecturers are
free to select the skills, knowledge, understanding and contexts which are most
appropriate for delivery in their centres.
Content and contexts which are used in the teaching of this Unit are at the
discretion of the centre. Contents and contexts, must, however provide evidence
of all Outcomes and the Assessment Standards in the Unit.
At this level content and contexts for the development of skills, knowledge and
understanding should be very simple or basic. This may include for example:
familiar or routine activities; resources that are commonly and locally available
such as wool, cotton, water and oil; simple forces such as pushing, pulling and
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squashing and a range of everyday objects such as bicycles, watches,
calculators and kettles that use different types of energy to make them work.
Further examples of very simple and basic contexts are provided in the section
on ‘Approaches to learning, teaching and assessment’ later in this document.

Progression from this Unit
This Unit may provide progression to:



Other Units in the Science in the Environment (National 2) Course
Other science related National 2 Units

The Science in the Environment: Resources, Forces and Energy Unit has
applications in a variety of other subject areas including life and work. The skills,
knowledge and understanding developed in this Unit could therefore support both
breadth and depth of learning in other curriculum areas such as physical
education, social studies, technologies and health and wellbeing in addition to life
and work contexts.
Examples of possible progression routes to other Units at SCQF levels 2 and 3
are provided in the following diagrams.
Diagram 5: Progression opportunities from the Science in the Environment:
Resources, Forces and Energy Unit into related SCQF Level 2 Units
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Diagram 6: Progression opportunities from the Science in the Environment:
Resources, Forces and Energy Unit into related SCQF level 3 Units.

Please note that other progression routes are also possible and any decision
about progression is at the discretion of the centre.
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Approaches to learning, teaching
and assessment
The purpose of this section is to provide general advice and guidance on
approaches to learning, teaching and assessment for this Unit.
There are a variety of learning and teaching approaches which can be used to
deliver this Unit. This section of the Unit Support Notes provides advice and
guidance and includes examples of some approaches that could be used.
Teachers/lecturers should provide opportunities for personalisation and choice
where appropriate to ensure that learning is relevant and motivating. Learning
should where possible be related to the learners’ everyday life, their overall
learning programme and/or work and leisure.
Individual needs of learners should be taken into account when planning
learning, teaching and assessment activities. Evidence from practical activities
can be gathered and presented in a variety of formats using the learners’ usual
means of communication.
Teachers/lecturers should ensure that safe working practices are adopted at all
times. It is expected that centres will have their own Health and Safety policy and
that this will guide practice and enable safe practical activities to be undertaken.
Learners will require guidance when using any unfamiliar materials, equipment or
apparatus.
The Course Support Notes provide generic advice on approaches to learning,
teaching, assessment, gathering evidence and authentication which applies to all
component Units of the Course. It is recommended that the Course Support
Notes are read before delivering this Unit.
Combining and sequencing learning, teaching and assessment within the
Unit
The combination of delivery and assessment of this Unit is entirely at the
discretion of the centre. Two main approaches are suggested here, but other
possibilities may exist:
Outcomes 1 and 2 combined
In this approach, the two Outcomes could be combined to provide a holistic
approach to delivery and assessment. Learners could be given the opportunity to
explore the properties and use of a resource such as water and then observe
how water can be used to exert force on objects such as pushing, floating and
sinking. Learners could also be given the opportunity to use water to learn about
energy by exploring how water can be used to make things work eg a water
wheel or a steam engine.
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Outcomes 1 and 2 delivered sequentially
Carrying out learning and teaching activities to overtake Outcome 1 before
Outcome 2 will allow learners to observe a range of resources and how they are
used in everyday life, before dealing with the more abstract concepts of energy
and forces. For example, a learner could carry out an activity to observe the
properties of metal and how metal is used in a range of everyday objects.
Learners could then observe the use of metal in electrical circuits, before being
introduced to the idea that metal can conduct electricity. Learners could also
explore, observe and record how forces can affect the movement of metal
objects. Assessment evidence could be collected at the end of the Unit or during
the delivery or at the end of each Outcome.
It is recommended that assessment evidence for this Unit is collected as a
natural part of the learning and teaching. Where assessment is carried out as a
discrete activity, this could be as a single event or it may be broken up into
smaller, more manageable sections. In this case care must be taken to avoid
duplication of evidence and potential over-assessment.
For the Science in the Environment: Resources, Forces and Energy Unit,
suggested contexts and approaches to learning, teaching and assessment for
each Outcome are described in Appendix 1.
Please note that although multiple examples are provided in Appendix 1 and
multiple examples may be used during learning and teaching; for assessment
purposes it is only necessary to provide evidence for:




the properties and uses of one resource
the effects of two forces
one example of an everyday object for each of the following types of energy:
chemical, electrical, mechanical and radiant

Further details can be found in the Unit Specification.
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Developing skills for learning, skills for life
and skills for work
For this Unit there are significant opportunities to develop the following skills for
learning, skills for life and skills for work, some of these opportunities are
described in the table below:
Skills for learning, skills for
life and skills for work
framework definition
Numeracy
Information handling
Information handling means
being able to interpret data in
tables, charts and other
graphical displays to draw
sensible conclusions. It involves
interpreting the data and
considering its reliability in
making reasoned deductions
and informed decisions. It also
involves an awareness and
understanding of the chance of
events happening.

Literacy
Listening and talking
Listening means the ability to
understand and interpret ideas,
opinions and information
presented orally for a purpose
and within a context, drawing on
non-verbal communication as
appropriate. Talking means the
ability to communicate orally
ideas, opinions and information
for a purpose and within a
context.
Thinking Skills
Remembering
Remembering is the ability to
identify, recognise and recall
facts, events and sequences.

Suggested approaches for learning and teaching

In the Science in the Environment: Resources,
Forces and Energy Unit, learners could be
encouraged to handle a range of information from
observations, measurements and information from
teaching resources. Learners could explore different
ways in which information can be presented using
diagrams, photographs, tables, lists and notes.
Learners could be given the opportunity to discuss
this information and interpret what they think it
means. In some cases there may be opportunities
for learners to use this information to make decisions
such as what materials to use for different purposes
and why.

The practical nature of this Unit lends itself to a wide
range of opportunities to develop listening and
talking. Learners will have the opportunity to access,
engage in and understand their learning and to
communicate their thoughts, ideas and opinions.
This Unit will provide learners with the opportunity to
explore and discuss the properties and use of a
range of resources, forces and energy. Discussion
before, during and after practical activities will help to
develop learners’ scientific literacy.

Wherever possible, learners may be given the
opportunity to relate their learning to existing
knowledge and understanding. Learners could be
encouraged to recall where they have seen different
resources being used at home, in school or in the
local area. Learners could also be encouraged to
recognise and recall what forces are being applied
as they are going about their day to day activities or
engaging in other curriculum areas such as PE or
home economics.
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Applying
Applying is the ability to use
existing information to solve a
problem in a different context, and
to plan, organise and complete a
task.

In this Unit, learners could be encouraged to use
their information they have found out about
resources, forces and energy and apply this to tackle
or engage in given tasks or situations. For example,
learners could be given the opportunity to choose
and work with a range of materials in the Practical
Craft Skills Course and apply a range of forces such
as pushing, pulling, squashing and stretching etc to
make items.
Learners could also be given the opportunity to use
their knowledge and understanding of resources,
forces and energy in home economics by working
with a range of materials, exploring how different
materials can change state when heated or cooled
and how forces can be applied to change the shape
of the materials they are working with. Learners
could also identify how different pieces of equipment
work in the kitchen and what energy is used to make
them work.

There may also be further opportunities for the development of additional skills
for learning, skills for life and skills for work in the delivery of this Unit. However,
this may vary across centres depending on approaches being used to deliver the
Unit. Decisions regarding development opportunities will be made by teachers
and centres.
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Equality and inclusion
Learners undertaking qualifications at SCQF level 2 are likely to require more
support with their learning than at other levels. Learners should be given as much
support as they need to engage in learning, teaching and assessment whilst
maintaining the integrity of the Outcomes and Assessment Standards.
Examples of the type of support which may be appropriate for this Unit are as
follows:





adaptive and assistive technologies and other aids to learning
use of oral and/or visual activities
use of real materials where possible
support for practical activities where the learner can give instructions to an
assistant.

Other types of support are also possible and would be determined by the
teacher/lecturer in response to the specific needs of the learner.
It is recognised that centres have their own duties under equality and other
legislation and policy initiatives. The guidance given in these Unit Support Notes
is designed to sit alongside these duties but is specific to the delivery and
assessment of the Unit.
Alternative approaches to Unit assessment to take account of the specific needs
of learners can be used. However, the centre must be satisfied that the integrity
of the assessment is maintained and where the alternative approach to
assessment will, in fact, generate the necessary evidence of achievement.
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Appendix 1: Suggested examples of learning, teaching and
assessment activities
For Outcome 1: Participate in practical activities to explore resources by:
1.1 Observing and recording the properties of resources
1.2 Identifying how resources are used in everyday life
Possible
resource
contexts
Water

Properties (physical or
chemical)

Uses

Possible learning, teaching and assessment activities












Observe properties of water from different sources. Discuss and record
observations.

Transparent
Fluid
Freezes and melts
Evaporates
Thermal conductivity
Acidity/alkalinity








Life
Fire extinguishers
Solvent for
dissolving other
chemicals
Cleaning
Sewage
Heating
Cooking
Leisure activities
Source of energy
eg renewable
energy

Take a trip to local waterfall/river/stream/dam/hydro power station and
produce notes or drawings based on observations.
Making ice, melt in hand, melt ice using salt and de-icer and recording
changes in state.
Investigating mixing different substances in water such as oil and water,
sugar and syrup and recording changes in state through words, pictures or
photographs.
Maintaining a diary/log/photo diary of properties of water, its uses and
changing states.
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Oil






Viscous
Flammable
Fluid
Thermal conductivity










Fuel
Plastics
Cosmetics
Medicines
Lubricant
Detergents
Cooking and
heating
Road building

Measure how long it takes for an oil, eg sunflower oil or engine oil to be
poured from one container to another. Measure and record speeds using
clocks/watches.
Observe oil sitting on top of water then add detergent to allow mixing.
Record observations and discuss why this might be happening.
Burn small sample of oil and measure time taken to burn.
Watch videos from oil companies to find out where oil comes from;
produce a project booklet about oil recording observations, measurements
and information found from various sources.

Air







Contains oxygen
Aids combustion
Compressible
Odourless
Thermal conductivity







Life
Tools
Source of energy
eg renewable
energy
Double glazing
Safety (air bags in
cars)

Keeping a diary/log/photo diary of properties of oil and its uses.
Use oxygen to re-light glowing splint.
Watch videos from renewable energy (wind farm) companies to find out
how wind is used to make electricity.
Use hot water to allow air pressure to crush a plastic bottle (see example in
Monster Science).
Make a CD/DVD hovercraft – link with friction force (see example in
Monster Science).

Wood




Strong
Flammable




Construction
Fuel

Make a sky lantern or observe the use of hot air balloons.
Use touch to explore the texture of different types of wood.
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Insulator (electrical
and thermal)
Pliable
Floats
Dense
Texture
Acoustical
properties






Furniture
Paper
Boats
Musical
instruments

Visit woodlands or forests to observe how living things use trees or wood.
Carry out a survey of everyday items, eg furniture that used wood to
provide strength.
Use thin wood to build a model bridge. Investigate the amount of weight
that structure can handle.
Burn small sample of wood and measure time taken.

Peat

Metals














Soft
Compressible
Absorbs water

Strength
Conductivity
Corrodes
Waterproof
Various colours
Magnetic
Dense
Crumples




Fuel (when dry)
Fertiliser

Make boats out of wood, experimenting with different types of wood
Use peat to filter sandy water and discuss what is happening
Burn as small sample of peat and measure the time taken compared to
wood or coal.












Electronics
Buildings
Furniture
Electricity
Machinery
Construction
Jewellery
Cutlery
Pots and pans
Recycling

Use peat as a fertiliser during the delivery of the ‘Sciences in the
Environment: Managing an Environmental Area’ Unit.
Survey of everyday materials that used metals to provide strength. Identify
the different metals being used.
Make a circuit to show electricity conducting through metals.
Investigate rusting of metals.
Find out about rust prevention, eg cars.
Plan and carry out a survey to find the extent of corrosion in a particular
area.
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Make a collection of a range of everyday objects made of metal and create
a classroom display.
Visit a recycling plant to see how metal is recycled for different purposes.

Rubber







Waterproof
Stretchy
Neutral
Flammable
Insulator







Tyres
Elastic bands
Footwear
Pipes
Gloves

Find out what happens to a coin when immersed in coca cola for a period
of time.
Make a collection of items made of rubber and use sense to explore their
properties.
Plan and carry out a survey of rubber items used at home, in school or the
local environment.
Make water vessels out of different materials and find out which materials
hold water the best.
Make model cars using elastic bands explore what happens to the cars
when more turns are applied to the elastic band.
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For Outcome 2: Participate in practical activities to explore forces and energy by:
2.1 Observing and recording how forces can affect everyday objects and materials
2.2 Identifying how everyday objects work and the type of energy they use
Possible force
contexts

Possible learning, teaching and assessment activities

Push and pull



Squashing, stretching
and twisting

Floating and sinking

Friction

Gravity



















Practical activities to show how push and pull forces can change the shape, speed or direction of everyday
objects, eg kicking a football (speed and/or direction change), moulding modelling clay to desired shape
(change of shape).
Investigate and discuss push and pull forces for a chosen sport or game.
Explore the push and pull effects on magnetic materials.
Find out about the uses of electromagnets in everyday life, eg doorbells, loud speakers and switches.
Test different types of materials and how they can be squashed and stretched.
Use cooking/baking contexts to explore how shapes can be made using the forces of squashing and stretching.
Use physical education/dance contexts to explore how squashing, stretching and twisting can be used in
movement.
Test a selection of different liquids for buoyancy.
Test which materials float or sink in water.
Design and make an object which will float.
Investigate features of boats or creatures such as insects which allow them to float.
Investigate speed of toy cars on different surfaces.
Investigate speed of different shapes of toy cars on a slope.
Investigate the best shape for a parachute.
Investigate how well car brakes work on dry roads, wet roads and icy roads. Discuss importance of
maintenance for safety.
Explore how friction can create heat, eg making a fire from rubbing wood with wood.
Investigation to show that different weights of similar shape will hit the ground at the same time when dropped
from a particular height.
Investigate tidal patterns and how this is affected by the moon.
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Possible energy
contexts
Chemical energy eg
batteries

Possible learning, teaching and assessment activities














Survey different everyday objects that use batteries as a form of energy, eg watches, phones, clocks, cars,
computers and MP3 players.
Build circuits to power lamps, buzzers, electric motors.
Investigate how long it takes to charge a mobile phone/laptop battery.
Make a chemical cell, eg using different metals and lemon.
Survey of most used electrical items at home or school.
Find out about safety with mains electricity and make a poster to show how to use an electric item safely.
Find out about how the electricity gets to our homes.
Explore the use of plugs and colours for wiring plugs correctly.
Investigate the relationship between number of winds on a wind-up toy and the distance it travels.
Investigate wind-up appliances, eg torch, radio.
Find out about water wheels for energy production.
Find out how a hydroelectric power station generates electricity.
Make models using elastic bands and test how far they can travel.

Wind energy








Find out how a wind turbine generates electricity.
Find out about the benefits and potential problems with wind energy.
Find out about any local issues with wind farms.
Investigate how wind speed affects the output of a model wind turbine.
Make a model wind turbine and explore how it can be turned to catch the wind
Explore how nature used the wind to disperse seeds, eg maple/sycamore seeds

Radiant energy






Find out about the two different ways solar power is used, ie (a) to heat water and (b) to generate electricity.
Investigate extent of use of solar energy in local area.
Find out about benefits and potential problems with solar energy.
Investigate solar-powered appliances, eg garden lights, calculators.

Electrical energy

Mechanical energy
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Investigate how light affects the output of solar power.

Details about generic approaches to learning, teaching and assessment and gathering evidence applicable to all component Units in the Course
are given in the Course Support Notes.
Exemplification of assessment can be found in the Unit Assessment Support.
Further information about resources for learning, teaching and assessment can be found in Appendix 2.
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Appendix 2: Suggested resources
These suggested resources were correct at the time of print and may be subject
to change.
Suggested organisation
available from the web
Channel 4 learning

BBC Science
BBC Bitesize

Monster Sciences

Possible resources or support materials
Provides interactive science activities called
Energy Quest. This site is suitable for young
people aged 11-14 who are studying aspects
of science relating to energy, energy
resources and nutrition. The site has three
islands on which there are a series of tasks.
These will test not only ICT skills but also the
learner’s knowledge of the science involved.
Provide a wide range of resources, lesson
plans, quizzes and experiments that can be
used with learners from all age groups.
Topics relevant to this Unit include ‘Materials’
and ‘Physical Processes’.
Provides an extensive variety of hands on
experiments that learners can really do and
learn from.
Complete Teacher's Notes tell you what
should happen, and why and everything you
need can be found in the classroom or easily
brought from home.
Investigations enable students to observe
results first hand and relate them to their
existing knowledge to build understanding.
Extension activities are also provided for fast
finishers, along with guided questions to
assist class discussions.
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Appendix 3: Reference documents
The following reference documents will provide useful information and
background.
 Assessment Arrangements (for disabled candidates and/or those with
additional support needs) — various publications on SQA’s website:
http://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/14976.html
 Building the Curriculum 4: Skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work
 Building the Curriculum 5: A framework for assessment
 Course Specifications
 Design Principles for National Courses
 Guide to Assessment (June 2008)
 Overview of Qualification Reports
 Overview of Qualification Reports
 Principles and practice papers for curriculum areas
 Research Report 4 — Less is More: Good Practice in Reducing Assessment
Time
 Coursework Authenticity — a Guide for Teachers and Lecturers
 SCQF Handbook: User Guide (published 2009) and
SCQF level descriptors (to be reviewed during 2011 to 2012):
www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/4595.html
 SQA Skills Framework: Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work
 Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work: Using the Curriculum
Tool
 SQA Guidelines on e-assessment for Schools
 SQA Guidelines on Online Assessment for Further Education
 SQA e-assessment web page: www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/5606.html
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Unit Support Notes — Science in the
Environment: Managing an
Environmental Area (National 2)

This document may be reproduced in whole or in part for educational purposes provided that no profit is
derived from reproduction and that, if reproduced in part, the source is acknowledged. Additional copies of
these Unit Support Notes can be downloaded from SQA’s website: www.sqa.org.uk.
Please refer to the note of changes at the end of this document for details of changes from previous version
(where applicable).

Introduction
These support notes are not mandatory. They provide advice and guidance on
approaches to delivering and assessing the Science in the Environment:
Managing an Environmental Area (National 2) Unit. They are intended for
teachers and lecturers who are delivering this Unit.
They should be read in conjunction with:





the Unit Specification
the Course Specification
the Course Support Notes
appropriate assessment support materials
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General guidance on the Unit
Aims
The general aim of this Unit is for learners to engage in a practical activity which
encourages a responsible attitude towards a local environmental area.
Learners will prepare and maintain a local environmental area for living things. By
preparing and maintaining a local environmental area for living things, learners
will explore the conditions necessary for maintaining life and will continue to
develop their scientific literacy.
Learners who successfully complete this Unit will be able to:
1

Prepare and maintain a local environmental area for living things

Progression into this Unit
Entry into this Unit is at the discretion of the centre.
Prior learning, life and work experiences may provide an appropriate basis for
entry into this Unit. This could include relevant skills, knowledge and
understanding and appropriate experiences and outcomes from the sciences and
social studies curriculum areas. Further information is available in the Course
Support Notes.
This Unit may also be appropriate for learners with science and social studies
related qualifications at SCQF level 1.

Skills, knowledge and understanding covered
in this Unit
Information about skills, knowledge and understanding is given in the National 2
Science in the Environment Course Support Notes.
If this Unit is being delivered on a free-standing basis, teachers and lecturers are
free to select the skills, knowledge, understanding and contexts which are most
appropriate for delivery in their centres.
Content and contexts which are used in the teaching of this Unit are at the
discretion of the centre. Content and contexts, must, however provide evidence
of all Outcomes and the Assessment Standards in the Unit.
At this level, learners are likely to require frequent and directive support during
the practical activities. They are likely to agree with plans and ideas rather than
produce their own. As far as possible, learners should be encouraged to provide
their own ideas and suggestions. Many of the tasks learners will participate in at
this level will be routine and supported. Examples of the types of activities and
contexts that could be used for this Unit are provided later in this document in the
section entitled ‘Approaches to learning, teaching and assessment’.
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Progression from this Unit
This Unit may provide progression to:




Other Units in the National 2 Science in the Environment Course
Other science and science related Units at SCQF level 2
Other science and science related Units at SCQF level 3

The Science in the Environment: Managing an Environmental Area Unit has
applications in a variety of other subject areas including life and work. The skills,
knowledge and understanding developed in this Unit could support both breadth
and depth of learning in other curriculum areas such as social studies in addition
to life and work contexts. Examples of possible progression routes to other Units
at SCQF levels 2 and 3 are provided in the following diagrams.
Diagram 7: Progression opportunities from the Science in the Environment:
Managing an Environmental Area Unit into related SCQF level 2 Units.
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Diagram 8: Progression opportunities from the Science in the Environment:
Managing an Environmental Area Unit into related SCQF level 3 Units.

Please note that other progression routes are also possible and any decision
about progression is at the discretion of the centre.
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Approaches to learning, teaching
and assessment
The purpose of this section is to provide advice and guidance on approaches to
learning, teaching and assessment for this Unit.
There are a variety of learning and teaching approaches which can be used to
deliver this Unit. This section of the Unit Support Notes provides advice and
guidance and includes examples of some approaches that could be used.
Teachers/lecturers should provide opportunities for personalisation and choice
where appropriate to ensure that learning is relevant and motivating. Learning
should where possible be related to the learners’ everyday life, their overall
learning programme and/or work and leisure.
Individual needs of learners should be taken into account when planning
learning, teaching and assessment activities. Evidence from practical activities
can be gathered and presented in a variety of formats using the learners’ usual
means of communication.
Teachers/lecturers should ensure that safe working practices are adopted at all
times. It is expected that centres will have their own Health and Safety policy and
that this will guide practice and enable safe practical activities to be undertaken.
Learners will require guidance when using any unfamiliar materials or apparatus.
The Course Support Notes provide generic advice on approaches to learning,
teaching, assessment, gathering evidence and authentication which applies to all
component Units of the Course. It is recommended that the Course Support
Notes are read before delivering this Unit.
Combining and sequencing learning, teaching and assessment within the
Unit
The Assessment Standards have been designed to develop the skills of Plan –
Action – Review. A suggested outline of the sequence of activities is as follows:
Plan – First steps in the planning process will include the identification of a
suitable type of environmental area and may be initiated by group discussions led
by the teacher/lecturer.
Action – The plan may be carried out either as a group project, or as individual
activities, or as a combination of both. Key stages of the various activities should
be recorded by means of a written, pictorial or aural log. Suggested activities are
detailed in the table below.
Review – Once the practical activities have been completed, learners should
review their work with possible reference to before/after photographs, their own
opinions, the views of other users of the area/witness testimony.
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Learners should indicate one aspect of the work which has either been
successful, or could be improved upon, or make one suggestion for a further
development of the project. The review could be recorded by means of written,
aural or pictorial evidence.
It is recommended that assessment evidence for this Unit is collected as a
natural part of the learning and teaching. Where assessment is carried out as a
discrete activity, this could be as a single event or it may be broken up into
smaller, more manageable sections. In this case care must be taken to avoid
duplication of evidence and potential over-assessment.
Many links to cross-curricular contexts and/or combining learning, teaching and
assessment with other Units might also be possible by reference to broad
themes, such as 'Habitats', 'My Environment', 'Our Garden', etc. The following
table of suggested activities and contexts is neither prescriptive nor exhaustive.
Some would be suitable as a group enterprise, others are envisaged as small
individual components of a larger project. Some may require considerable
resources and would benefit from working in partnership with a Community
Garden or local ranger service. Others could be achieved in any small,
accessible, concrete area. This Unit could also be completed in conjunction with
the EcoSchools Scotland programme.
Possible contexts
An indoor/outdoor area for plants
(edible/non-edible)

An indoor area for minibeasts
An outdoor area for minibeasts

An area for fish, amphibians or water
based creatures
An area for small animals eg rabbits,
guinea pigs, chickens (indoor or outdoor)
An area for larger animals eg sheep,
horses or cattle
An area for birds or bats

Examples of possible contexts
window boxes, hanging baskets,
greenhouses, allotments, tubs, pots,
grow bags, wildflower areas, bottle
gardens, rockery, etc
wormery/ant farm
wood pile, old logs or compost heap,
wild flower areas to attract butterflies or
bees
tanks, ponds or water features
hutch, cage or run
paddock, barn, stables or croft
bat box, bird box or feeding area for
birds

Further details of suggested approaches to learning, teaching and assessment
are described in Appendix 1.
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Developing skills for learning, skills for life
and skills for work
For this Unit there are significant opportunities to develop the following skills for
learning, skills for life and skills for work, some of these opportunities are
described in the table below:
Skills for learning, skills for
life and skills for work
framework definition
Numeracy
Money, time and
measurement
Money, time and measurement
means using and understanding
money, time and measurement
to solve practical problems in a
variety of contexts using
relevant units and suitable
instruments, and to appropriate
degrees of accuracy.

Suggested approaches for learning and teaching





Managing individual/group budget for purchase of
seeds etc
Purchasing seeds in garden centre, handling
money
Sale of produce – pricing, handling money
Calculate time intervals (for example, if seeds are
sown today, and take approximately three weeks
to germinate, when may they be expected to
appear)
Measure size of plot in appropriate units
Measure planting distances
Timing of activities during planning and carrying
out actual tasks
Source and handle a range of information from
observations, measurements and information
from magazines, pamphlets and teaching
resources
Interpret graphical information on seed packets,
(for example, full sun, part shade) and draw
conclusions as to their suitability with reference to
the prevailing site conditions
Interpret environmental diagram/plan








Listening to visiting speakers
Listening to suggestions from others
Talking about suggestions for using a local area
Sharing ideas whilst working with others
Listening to and following instructions from others
Giving instructions to others









Information Handling
Information handling means
being able to interpret data in
tables, charts and other
graphical displays to draw
sensible conclusions. It involves
interpreting the data and
considering its reliability in
making reasoned deductions
and informed decisions. It also
involves an awareness and
understanding of the chance of
events happening.
Literacy
Listening and talking
Listening means the ability to
understand and interpret ideas,
opinions and information
presented orally for a purpose
and within a context, drawing on
non-verbal communication as
appropriate. Talking means the
ability to communicate orally
ideas, opinions and information
for a purpose and within a
context.
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Employability, Enterprise and Citizenship
Citizenship
 Improve or create a local amenity for the benefit
of others
Citizenship includes having
concern for the environment and  Raise funds for charity through the sale of
produce or sponsored events associated with the
for others; being aware of rights
environmental area, eg sponsored clean up or
and responsibilities; being
apply for grants
aware of the democratic society;
 If growing vegetables, raise awareness of related
being outward looking towards
global issues, for example food miles, Fair-trade
society; being able to recognise
and Eco Schools Awards
one’s personal role in this
 Be aware of the responsibility associated with
context; and being aware of
working as part of a team or group
global issues, understanding
one’s responsibilities within
these, and acting responsibly.
Thinking Skills
Applying
 To plan, organise and complete a task is an
Applying is the ability to use
integral element of this Unit throughout the 'Plan'
existing information to solve a
and 'Action' stages
problem in a different context,
 Use existing information to solve a problem in a
and to plan, organise and
different context – for example having
complete a task.
investigated other environmental areas, learners
can transfer this knowledge to their own contexts
Analysing and evaluating
 Review a situation and make judgements – this is
This covers the ability to identify
an integral element of the 'Review' stage of this
and weigh-up the features of a
unit.
situation or issue and to use
 With supportive questioning, learners may be
your judgement of them in
given the opportunity to weigh up the features of
coming to a conclusion. It
the success of the plan and/or environmental area
includes reviewing and
to reach a conclusion – for example, needing to
considering any potential
weed a planted area more often.
solutions.
There may also be further opportunities for the development of additional skills
for learning, skills for life and skills for work in the delivery of this Unit. However,
this may vary across centres depending on approaches being used to deliver the
Unit. Decisions regarding development opportunities will be made by teachers
and centres.
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Equality and inclusion
Learners undertaking qualifications at SCQF level 2 are likely to require more
support with their learning than at other levels. Learners should be given as much
support as they need to engage in learning, teaching and assessment whilst
maintaining the integrity of the Outcomes and Assessment Standards.
Examples of the type of support which may be appropriate for this Unit are as
follows:





adaptive and assistive technologies and other aids to learning
use of oral and/or visual activities
use of real materials where possible
support for practical activities where the learner can give instructions to an
assistant

Other types of support are also possible and would be determined by the
teacher/lecturer in response to the specific needs of the learner.
It is recognised that centres have their own duties under equality and other
legislation and policy initiatives. The guidance given in these Unit Support Notes
is designed to sit alongside these duties but is specific to the delivery and
assessment of the Unit.
Alternative approaches to Unit assessment to take account of the specific needs
of learners can be used. However, the centre must be satisfied that the integrity
of the assessment is maintained and where the alternative approach to
assessment will, in fact, generate the necessary evidence of achievement.
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Appendix 1: Suggested examples of learning, teaching and
assessment activities
For Outcome 1: Prepare and maintain a local environmental area for living things
Assessment
Standards
1.1 Describing
ways in which a
local
environmental
area could be
developed or
used for living
things

Possible learning, teaching and assessment activities
Visits to a variety of environmental areas could be organised to explore different ways in which environmental areas
can be developed. This could also include identifying conditions necessary for the living things. Examples may include
garden centres, farms, the local park, nature trail, wildlife area or allotment. Where centres have minimal resources or
experience, it may be possible to liaise with local residents, Community Councils, Community Action Groups, volunteer
groups or the local ranger service.
Ideas for the development of an environmental area could be shared as a group and supported by invited speakers
such as a plant or animal experts. Learners could be encouraged suggest other ways in which the area could be
developed.
Evidence could be collected by means of supportive questioning by the teacher/lecturer, visit reports, photographs,
collecting pictorial ideas from magazines and the internet, creating an ideas board or by presenting their ideas verbally
or in writing.
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1.2 Identifying
ideas to prepare
and maintain a
local
environmental
area

A survey of a potential site could follow, with possible use of cameras and/or camcorders to record positive and
negative aspects, those elements which could be improved and those which cannot be removed or altered.
Local users of the area might be interviewed. Guest speakers could be invited to share expertise, or external visits to
similar projects arranged.
Evidence may be generated from observation of group work but evidence of individual performance would need to be
retained. Learners should try to give reasons for their choice eg deciding to use potted plants for a small concreted
area of land. Where this has been done as a group activity it may be necessary to ask the learner to respond to short
answer questions.
Opportunities for individual learner choice may be built into the planning process at this stage.
Where appropriate, the planning stage may provide learners with an opportunity for personal investigation and
research using, for example, seed catalogues, internet, books, and gardening or wildlife magazines as sources of
information and ideas. At this level a simple plan may include:




identifying suitable equipment, tools and living things for the environmental area
identifying a set of tasks to set up and maintain conditions for the chosen living things
an appropriate period of time

General consensus for a plan of action might be reached by group debate and/or individual presentations to describe
what is needed and what will be done to prepare and maintain the environmental area. Opportunities for individual
learner choice may be built into the planning process at this stage. Plans could include drawings and labels if
appropriate and a simple timetable of activities.
Where a learner’s contribution to group work has not provided clear evidence of individual performance the use of
short answer questions may be advantageous.
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1.3 Carrying out
the ideas

Learners should keep a simple record of the tasks undertaken and the tools and equipment used. This might be done
as a group activity with each learner keeping their own record of what they did. This record could be written oral or
include photographs or video evidence.
Activities may include planned tasks and normal day-to-day duties appropriate to the living things or area such as
feeding, watering, personal cleanliness, tidying up, safety, exercising, security and removal of waste, weeds or litter.
Observations of activities/tasks could also be made by the teacher or other responsible supervising adult and written
up as a witness testimony. An observation checklist could be designed and used for this purpose.
Learners could also be asked to peer review the contribution of others to the group.

1.4 Commenting
on the success of
the ideas or
identifying an
idea for further
action

As the environmental area develops it may be necessary to adapt the original plan, learners could be encouraged to
discuss and agree what these changes should be. Evidence of changes to the original plan are not necessary for
assessment purposes.
Could include an interview, with supportive questioning by teacher/lecturer.
Evidence could include a record sheet or produce a poster illustrating its most successful aspect what has been done
and what people should do to continue looking after the environmental area.
Supportive questioning could also be used taking the form of open questions encouraging learners to express
opinions. For example, if commenting on the success of the plan, it is insufficient to make a general statement of
approval about the entire project. This should be developed by asking which aspect in particular has worked best, or
what might be improved, or what ideas they have for further work on the area.

Learners could also give talks or presentations about what they have done, the successes of the plan and encouraging
others to look after the environmental area for living things.
Further details about possible approaches to learning, teaching and assessment and gathering evidence applicable to all component Units in the
Course are given in the Course Support Notes.
Exemplification of assessment can be found in the Unit Assessment Support.
Further information about resources for learning, teaching and assessment can be found in Appendix 2.
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Appendix 2: Suggested resources
These suggested resources were correct at the time of print and may be subject
to change.
Suggested
organisation available
from the web
CK Grows

Eco Friendly Kids

BTCV Scotland

Scottish Natural
Heritage

Buglife
Woodland Trust

Cowforce – African
Gardens
Royal Botanic Gardens
Edinburgh and Glasgow
Federation of City Farms
and Community
Gardens

The National Trust for
Scotland

Possible resources or support materials

Part of CKUK. This is a Glasgow based project for
people with learning disabilities, user-friendly format,
step-by-step pictorial guides to growing plants, fruit,
vegetables and building a wormery.
This website provides information for teachers/lecturers
on topics such as setting up an environmental area,
setting up an organic garden, composting, and how to
help birds. Resources include games, puzzles and
activities.
A charitable environmental organisation, running
community projects, volunteering opportunities and
offering short courses for teachers/lecturers
Provides a wide range of resources for schools and
communities. The SNH Garden for Life Forum is a
partnership of organisations working in Scotland to
promote the benefits of gardening for biodiversity and
health and wellbeing.
An extensive website with information on how to study
bugs, how to make a bug hotel, or a wormery.
Woodland conservation organisation, extensive website
with schools section offering free downloads, activities,
seasonal resources, competitions and a Nature
Detectives Club.
This is a charitable organisation offering educational
resources on African gardens, bag gardens, keyhole
gardens. Starter kits available.
Offers resources to buy, visits to the gardens and CPD
activities.
A registered charity which supports, represents and
promotes community-managed farms, gardens,
allotments and other green spaces. Works with these
community groups to help empower local people of all
ages, backgrounds and abilities to build better
communities, often in deprived areas, and to make a
positive impact on their surrounding environment. Also
includes a directory to search for a community farm or
garden near you.
Several properties offer a ranger service.
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The Coach House Trust

Grounds for Learning

The Coach House Trust. A Glasgow-based social
enterprise involved in various environmental projects.
Visits can be arranged.
Grounds for Learning helps Scottish children to connect
with nature, become more active, learn outdoors,
develop social skills and have fun. Where possible it
encourages young people to have a say in the way their
grounds are used and improved. As a result they learn to
create and look after something valuable; their selfesteem grows and their behaviour improves, along with
their potential to learn and achieve. The main strands of
work are:


EcoSchools Scotland

Royal Horticultural
Society
Scottish Wildlife Trust

working alongside schools to help them implement
practical projects that transform outdoors and
children’s school experiences
 supporting schools and settings across Scotland
through resources, training programmes, advisory
visits, membership and bespoke services to Local
Authorities and other partners
The Eco-Schools programme engages children and
young people in key issues including the environment,
sustainability, global citizenship and the value of a low
carbon future. Offers a range of ideas and resources and
an award structure to motivate learners.
Provides lots of ideas and resources for gardening.
There is a specific schools section which runs the RHS
Campaign for Schools Gardening.
Encourages people of all ages to see, learn about and
enjoy wildlife both on reserves and in the wider
countryside, creating opportunities to get involved in a
range of activities and events. Four visitor centres across
Scotland offer a range of resources and wildlife watch
services.
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Appendix 3: Reference documents
The following reference documents will provide useful information and
background.
 Assessment Arrangements (for disabled candidates and/or those with
additional support needs) — various publications on SQA’s website:
http://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/14976.html
 Building the Curriculum 4: Skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work
 Building the Curriculum 5: A framework for assessment
 Course Specifications
 Design Principles for National Courses
 Guide to Assessment (June 2008)
 Overview of Qualification Reports
 Overview of Qualification Reports
 Principles and practice papers for curriculum areas
 Research Report 4 — Less is More: Good Practice in Reducing Assessment
Time
 Coursework Authenticity — a Guide for Teachers and Lecturers
 SCQF Handbook: User Guide (published 2009) and
SCQF level descriptors (to be reviewed during 2011 to 2012):
www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/4595.html
 SQA Skills Framework: Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work
 Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work: Using the Curriculum
Tool
 SQA Guidelines on e-assessment for Schools
 SQA Guidelines on Online Assessment for Further Education
 SQA e-assessment web page: www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/5606.html
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Unit Support Notes — Science in the
Environment: Sustainable Lifestyles
(National 2)

This document may be reproduced in whole or in part for educational purposes provided that no profit is
derived from reproduction and that, if reproduced in part, the source is acknowledged. Additional copies of
these Unit Support Notes can be downloaded from SQA’s website: www.sqa.org.uk.
Please refer to the note of changes at the end of this document for details of changes from previous version
(where applicable).

Introduction
These support notes are not mandatory. They provide advice and guidance on
approaches to delivering and assessing the Science in the Environment:
Sustainable Lifestyles (National 2) Unit. They are intended for teachers and
lecturers who are delivering this Unit.
They should be read in conjunction with:





the Unit Specification
the Course Specification
the Course Support Notes
appropriate assessment support materials
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General guidance on the Unit
Aims
The general aim of this Unit is for learners to engage in a practical activity which
encourages a sustainable lifestyle.
Learners will identify and carry out, with support, an opportunity to use a resource
responsibly in a local area. Resources could include for example: food, water,
energy or an environmental resource such as a nature trail or park. By using
resources responsibly in a local area, learners will continue to develop their
scientific literacy.
Learners who successfully complete this Unit will be able to:
1

Use resources responsibly in a local area

Progression into this Unit
Entry into this Unit is at the discretion of the centre.
Prior learning, life and work experiences may provide an appropriate basis for
entry into this Unit. This could include relevant skills, knowledge and
understanding and appropriate experiences and outcomes from the sciences and
social studies curriculum areas. Further information is available in the Course
Support Notes.
This Unit may also be appropriate for learners with science and social studies
related qualifications at SCQF level 1.

Skills, knowledge and understanding covered
in this Unit
Information about skills, knowledge and understanding is given in the Science in
the Environment (National 2) Course Support Notes.
If this Unit is being delivered on a free-standing basis, teachers and lecturers are
free to select the skills, knowledge, understanding and contexts which are most
appropriate for delivery in their centres.
Content and contexts which are used in the teaching of this Unit are at the
discretion of the centre. Content and contexts, must, however provide evidence
of all Outcomes and the Assessment Standards in the Unit.
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At this level, learners are likely to require frequent and directive support during
the practical activities. They are likely to agree with plans and ideas rather than
produce their own. As far as possible, learners should be encouraged to provide
their own ideas and suggestions. Many of the tasks learners will participate in at
this level will be routine and supported. Examples of the types of activities and
contexts that could be used for this Unit are provided in the section entitled
‘Approaches to learning, teaching and assessment’ later in this document.

Progression from this Unit
This Unit may provide progression to:




Other Units in the National 2 Science in the Environment Course
Other science and science related Units at SCQF level 2
Other science and science related Units at SCQF level 3

The Science in the Environment: Sustainable Lifestyles Unit has applications in a
variety of other subject areas including life and work. The skills, knowledge and
understanding developed in this Unit could support both breadth and depth of
learning in other curriculum areas such as social studies in addition to life and
work contexts. Examples of possible progression routes to other Units and
Awards at SCQF levels 2 and 3 are provided in the following diagrams.
Diagram 9: Progression opportunities from the Science in the Environment;
Sustainable Lifestyles Unit into related SCQF level 2 Units
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Diagram 10: Progression opportunities from the Science in the Environment:
Sustainable Lifestyles Unit into related SCQF level 3 Units.

Please note that other progression routes are also possible and any decision
about progression is at the discretion of the centre.
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Approaches to learning, teaching
and assessment
The purpose of this section is to provide advice and guidance on approaches to
learning, teaching and assessment for this Unit.
There are a variety of learning and teaching approaches which can be used to
deliver this Unit. This section of the Unit Support Notes provides advice and
guidance and includes examples of some approaches that could be used.
Teachers/lecturers should provide opportunities for personalisation and choice
where appropriate to ensure that learning is relevant and motivating. Learning
should where possible be related to the learners’ everyday life, their overall
learning programme and/or work and leisure.
Individual needs of learners should be taken into account when planning
learning, teaching and assessment activities. Evidence from practical activities
can be gathered and presented in a variety of formats using the learners’ usual
means of communication.
Teachers/lecturers should ensure that safe working practices are adopted at all
times. It is expected that centres will have their own Health and Safety policy and
that this will guide practice and enable safe practical activities to be undertaken.
Learners will require guidance when using any unfamiliar materials or apparatus.
The Course Support Notes provide generic advice on approaches to learning,
teaching, assessment, gathering evidence and authentication which applies to all
component Units of the Course. It is recommended that the Course Support
Notes are read before delivering this Unit.
Combining and sequencing learning, teaching and assessment within the
Unit
The Assessment Standards have been designed to develop the skills of Plan –
Action – Review. A suggested outline of the sequence of activities is as follows:
Plan – First steps in the planning process will include the identification of a
suitable opportunity to use a resource responsibly in a local area and may be
initiated by group discussions led by the teacher/lecturer. With teacher/lecturer
support learners will describe why resources need to be used responsibly and
then select an opportunity to use a resource responsibly. This resource may be a
geographical area eg a local beauty spot, nature trail or park or a natural
resource such as: food, water, fuel or everyday materials for example paper,
glass and plastic. With teacher/lecturer support learners will plan an activity
related to this resource. The activity may be a group activity or an individual
activity. This will depend upon the type of plan and associated tasks.
Action – The plan may be carried out either as a group project, or as individual
activities, or as a combination of both.
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Key stages of the various activities should be recorded by means of a written,
pictorial or aural log. Suggested activities are detailed in the section below
entitled: ‘Suggested examples of learning, teaching and assessment
approaches’.
Review – Once the practical activities have been completed, learners should
review their work with possible reference to before/after photographs, their own
opinions, the views of other users of the area/witness testimony. Learners should
indicate one aspect of the work which has either been successful, or could be
improved upon, or make one suggestion for a further development of the project.
The review could be recorded by means of written, aural or pictorial evidence.
It is recommended that assessment evidence for this Unit is collected as a
natural part of the learning and teaching. Where assessment is carried out as a
discrete activity, this could be as a single event or it may be broken up into
smaller, more manageable sections. In this case care must be taken to avoid
duplication of evidence and potential over-assessment.
The Science in the Environment: Sustainable Lifestyles Unit aims to enable
centres to take full advantage of the uniqueness of their local geographical area.
This Unit provides learners with an opportunity to investigate an issue concerning
sustainable lifestyle within their local area which may involve collaborating with
other agencies such as voluntary groups and/or local focus groups eg Ranger
Service or local community action group.
Contexts for the use of resources in a local area will likely depend on the
situations available and health and safety. The lecturer/teacher may, if necessary
provide the learners with appropriate parameters of choice regarding the choice
of resource. Some examples of possible contexts are as follows:
Possible contexts
Recycling

Reusing

Examples of possible resource contexts
Could include recycling paper, garden waste, plastics,
glass and cans. Learners could investigate recycling in
their centre eg how are the plastic bottles disposed of?
Are there sufficient recycling points? How often are
they emptied? Where are the bottles disposed of? How
could recycling be made easier within the centre? How
could the learners be involved in increasing recycling
within the centre? What else could be recycled?
How many recycling centres are there locally?
How easy is it for people to take the items to the
recycling bank/centre? Do people think that the
recycling centre is open long enough? A simple
questionnaire could be drawn up. How could the
recycling bank/centre be improved? A leaflet could be
produced/poster of opening hours/a display of the types
of items that can be recycled could be reproduced.
Could include opportunities to reuse plastic bags,
packaging, envelopes, jars and pots, bubble wrap and
old wood.
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Reducing

Could include opportunities to reduce the wastage of
energy, water, materials, and food.
Conservation/development Learners could find out about simple steps to take care
of the environment and respect the needs of other
people working or enjoying the outdoors by abiding by
for example, Scottish Outdoor Access Code, Local
Authority by-laws, Scottish Marine Wildlife Watching
Code and the Scottish Fossil Code, Forestry
Commission, SEPA, Scotways, canals and waterways
regulations. Learners could identify a local area that is
spoiled and suggest ways in which it could be
developed. One of these ideas could be actioned. eg
setting up a nature trail, repairing a footpath, picking up
litter or removing weeds etc. Learners could work with
a local voluntary group/ranger service/community
action group to improve the area.
Further details of suggested approaches to learning, teaching and assessment
are described in Appendix 1.
.
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Developing skills for learning, skills for life
and skills for work
For this Unit there are significant opportunities to develop the following skills for
learning, skills for life and skills for work, and some of these opportunities are
described in the table below:
Skills for learning, skills for
life and skills for work
framework definition
Numeracy
Money, Time and
Measurement
Money, time and measurement
means using and understanding
money, time and measurement
to solve practical problems in a
variety of contexts using
relevant units and suitable
instruments, and to appropriate
degrees of accuracy.

Suggested approaches for learning and teaching

Information Handling
Information handling means
being able to interpret data in
tables, charts and other
graphical displays to draw
sensible conclusions. It involves
interpreting the data and
considering its reliability in
making reasoned deductions
and informed decisions. It also
involves an awareness and
understanding of the chance of
events happening.
Literacy





Source and handle a range of information from
observations, measurements and information
from magazines, pamphlets and teaching
resources.
Interpret graphical information on labelling of
items to explain how they can be recycled etc and
draw conclusions as to their suitability. Interpret
environmental diagrams/plans

Listening and talking
Listening means the ability to
understand and interpret ideas,
opinions and information
presented orally for a purpose
and within a context, drawing on
non-verbal communication as
appropriate. Talking means the
ability to communicate orally
ideas, opinions and information
for a purpose and within a
context.








Listening to visiting speakers
Listening to suggestions from others
Talking about suggestions for using a local area
Sharing ideas whilst working with others
Listening to and following instructions from others
Giving instructions to others







Managing individual/group budget for purchase of
equipment etc
Calculate time intervals for the plan and activities
carried out
Calculating money that could be generated eg
recycling tins or paper
Timing of activities during planning and carrying
out actual tasks
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Employability, Enterprise and Citizenship
Citizenship
 Improve or create a local amenity for the benefit
of others
Citizenship includes having
concern for the environment and  Raise funds for charity through the sale of
produce or sponsored events associated with the
for others; being aware of rights
environmental area eg sponsored clean up or
and responsibilities; being
apply for grants
aware of the democratic society;

Be aware of the responsibility associated with
being outward looking towards
working as part of a team or group
society; being able to recognise
one’s personal role in this
context; and being aware of
global issues, understanding
one’s responsibilities within
these, and acting responsibly.
Thinking Skills
Applying
 To plan, organise and complete a task is an
Applying is the ability to use
integral element of this Unit throughout the 'Plan'
existing information to solve a
and 'Action' stages
problem in a different context,
 Use existing information to solve a problem in a
and to plan, organise and
different context, for example having investigated
complete a task.
other environmental areas learners can transfer
this knowledge to their own contexts
Analysing and evaluating
This covers the ability to identify
and weigh-up the features of a
situation or issue and to use
your judgement of them in
coming to a conclusion. It
includes reviewing and
considering any potential
solutions.




Review a situation and make judgements – this is
an integral element of the 'Review' stage of this
unit
With supportive questioning, learners may be
given the opportunity to weigh up the features of
the success of the plan and/or environmental area
to reach a conclusion, for example needing to
encourage people to do more recycling

There may also be further opportunities for the development of additional skills
for learning, skills for life and skills for work in the delivery of this Unit. However,
this may vary across centres depending on approaches being used to deliver the
Unit. Decisions regarding development opportunities will be made by teachers
and centres.
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Equality and inclusion
Learners undertaking qualifications at SCQF level 2 are likely to require more
support with their learning than at other levels. Learners should be given as much
support as they need to engage in learning, teaching and assessment whilst
maintaining the integrity of the Outcomes and Assessment Standards.
Examples of the type of support which may be appropriate for this Unit are as
follows:





adaptive and assistive technologies and other aids to learning
use of oral and/or visual activities
use of real materials where possible
support for practical activities where the learner can give instructions to an
assistant

Other types of support are also possible and would be determined by the
teacher/lecturer in response to the specific needs of the learner.
It is recognised that centres have their own duties under equality and other
legislation and policy initiatives. The guidance given in these Unit Support Notes
is designed to sit alongside these duties but is specific to the delivery and
assessment of the Unit.
Alternative approaches to Unit assessment to take account of the specific needs
of learners can be used. However, the centre must be satisfied that the integrity
of the assessment is maintained and where the alternative approach to
assessment will, in fact, generate the necessary evidence of achievement.
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Appendix 1: Suggested examples of learning, teaching and
assessment activities
For Outcome 1: Use resources responsibly in a local area
Assessment
Standards
1.1 Describing
why a
resource
needs to be
used
responsibly

Possible learning, teaching and assessment activities
The lecturer/teacher could present the learners with examples of resources that need to be used responsibly:





recycling different products – plastics, paper, etc
reusing different products eg paper, envelopes, containers, wood, etc
using products wisely – food, water, energy
local areas that are underutilised, polluted or spoiled by litter

Brainstorming activities, question and answer sessions, the use of the internet, DVD/video, local media as well as
books/magazines etc may be useful sources of information.
Visits to environmental areas could be organised to explore different ways in which environmental areas can be
improved. Examples may include gardens, the local park, nature trail, wildlife area or playground. Where centres
have minimal access or experience, it may be possible to liaise with local residents, Community Councils,
Community Action Groups, volunteer groups or the local park or ranger service.
Ideas for using resources responsibly could be shared as a group and supported by invited speakers. Schools may
want to consider setting up an Eco Committee to support the use of the school or local area resources.
Assessment evidence could be collected by means of supportive questioning by teacher/lecturer, visit reports,
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photographs, collecting pictorial ideas from magazines and the internet, creating an ideas board or by presenting
their ideas verbally or in writing.
1.2 Identifying
ideas to use
the resource
responsibly

Visits to local areas and centres and visiting speakers, use of local media may be appropriate activities for this
aspect of the Unit delivery.
Brainstorming activities, question and answer sessions could be used to help determine which type of resource to
focus on.
A survey of a potential site could follow, with possible use of cameras and/or camcorders to record positive and
negative aspects, those elements which could be improved and those which cannot be removed or altered.
Local users of the area/resources might be interviewed. Guest speakers could be invited to share expertise, or
external visits to similar projects arranged such as a Countryside Ranger or local community action member.
Evidence may be generated from observation of group work but evidence of individual performance would need to
be retained. Learners should try to give reasons for their choice eg deciding to set up a recycling centre in the
school to collect paper, glass and plastic. Where this has been done as a group activity it may be necessary to ask
the learner to respond to short answer questions.
Opportunities for individual learner choice may be built into the planning process at this stage. With teacher/lecturer
support a realistic plan should be drawn up. The plan should take account of the needs of the individual learner.
The amount of support and guidance will depend upon the needs of the group/individual and the activities planned.
Where appropriate, the planning stage may provide learners with an opportunity for personal investigation and
research using, for example catalogues, internet, books, and magazines as sources of information and ideas. At
this level a simple plan may include:
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identifying suitable equipment and tools and resources
identifying a set of tasks to use resources responsibly
an appropriate period of time

General consensus for a plan of action might be reached by group debate and/or individual presentations to
describe what is needed and what will be done to use resources responsibly in a local area. Opportunities for
individual learner choice may be built into the planning process at this stage. Plans could include drawings and
labels if appropriate and a simple timetable of activities.

1.3 Carrying out
the ideas

Where a learner’s contribution to group work has not provided clear evidence of individual performance the use of
short answer questions may be advantageous.
Learners could keep a simple record of the tasks undertaken and the tools and equipment used. This might be
done as a group activity with each learner keeping their own record of what they did. This record could be written,
oral or include photographs or video evidence.
Activities may include planned tasks and normal day-to-day duties appropriate to the resource and the local area eg
making posters, collecting resources, monitoring use, tasks carried out to improve a local area such as a nature trail
or woodland.
Observations of activities/tasks could also be made by the teacher or other responsible supervising adult and
written up as a witness testimony. An observation checklist could be designed and used for this purpose.
Learners could also be asked to peer review the contribution of others to the group.
As resources are used/monitored it may be necessary to adapt the original plan, learners could be encouraged to
discuss and agree what these changes should be. Evidence of changes to the original plan are not necessary for
assessment purposes.
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1.4 Commenting
on the success
of the ideas or
identifying an
idea for further
action

Learners have the choice of which aspect to complete at this point.
Commenting on the success of plan activities could include:






‘before’ and ‘after’ photographs with appropriate comment
a presentation
an article for the local media/centre newsletter etc
posters showing what has been done
display board of what was achieved

Commenting on the need for further action could include:
 learners identifying ‘next steps’
 produce publicity posters/leaflet
 discuss and identify ‘What else we could do’
 present their results to another group eg at Assembly
Evidence could include a record sheet or produce a poster illustrating its most successful aspect of what has been
done and what people should do to continue look after the environmental area.
Supportive questioning could also be used taking the form of open questions encouraging learners to express
opinions. For example, if commenting on the success of the plan, it is insufficient to make a general statement of
approval about the entire project. This should be developed by asking which aspect in particular has worked best,
or what might be improved, or what ideas they have for further work on the area.
Further details about possible approaches to learning, teaching and assessment and gathering evidence applicable to all component Units in the
Course are given in the Course Support Notes.
Further information about resources for learning, teaching and assessment can be found in Appendix 2.
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Appendix 2: Suggested resources
These suggested resources were correct at the time of print and may be subject
to change.
Suggested
organisation available
from the web
Woodland Trust

The National Trust for
Scotland
Coach House Trust
Grounds for Learning

Possible resources or support materials

Woodland conservation organisation, extensive website
with schools section offering free downloads, activities,
seasonal resources, competitions and a Nature Detectives
Club.
Several properties offer a ranger service who could talk
about responsible use of gardens, woodlands, open space
and protected homes.
A Glasgow-based social enterprise involved in various
environmental projects. Visits can be arranged.
Grounds for Learning helps learners to connect with
nature, become more active, learn outdoors, develop
social skills and have fun. Where possible it encourages
young people to have a say in the way their grounds are
used and improved. As a result they learn to create and
look after something valuable; their self-esteem grows and
their behaviour improves, along with their potential to learn
and achieve. The main strands of work are:


EcoSchools

Waste Aware

Keep Scotland Tidy

working alongside schools to them implement
practical projects that transform outdoors and
children’s school experiences.
 supporting schools and settings across Scotland
through resources, training programmes, advisory
visits, membership and bespoke services to Local
Authorities and other partners.
The Eco-Schools programme engages children and young
people in key issues including the environment,
sustainability, global citizenship and the value of a low
carbon future. Offers and range of ideas and resources
and an award structure to motivate learners.
Zero Waste Scotland helps individuals, businesses and
communities to reduce waste, recycle more and use
resources sustainably. The website offers a range of ideas
and resources that could be adapted for school use.
Keep Scotland Tidy (KST) is one of the seven
programmes run by Keep Scotland Beautiful (KSB), an
environmental charity which aims to protect, preserve and
enhance the environment of town and country in Scotland
for the benefit of the public. The organisation has a Clean
Up Kit and offers a range of downloads.
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Recycling Guide

Offers a wide range of activities and ideas for schools and
colleges across all ages to promote reuse, recycling and
reducing.

Scottish Natural
Heritage
WWF and ‘Earth Hour’

Provides and range of resources for teaching and learning
including activities and a forum for sharing good practice.
WWF work with groups of Scottish schools to show how
sustainable development can be embedded in all their
activities. Provide education resources especially
designed for Scottish schools. Work in partnership with our
colleagues at WWF-UK to maintain a dedicated educators’
website, where you can access general WWF resources,
case studies and toolkits for schools. Work with others to
make sure that teachers have the training, resources and
remit to deliver sustainable development. WWF also
organise an ‘Earth Hour’ that involves millions each year
taking the time to switch off their lights for an hour on the
last Saturday in March - to help tackle climate change and
protect the natural world from the impact of resourcehungry lives.
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Appendix 3: Reference documents
The following reference documents will provide useful information and
background.
 Assessment Arrangements (for disabled candidates and/or those with
additional support needs) — various publications on SQA’s website:
http://www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/14976.html
 Building the Curriculum 4: Skills for learning, skills for life and skills for work
 Building the Curriculum 5: A framework for assessment
 Course Specifications
 Design Principles for National Courses
 Guide to Assessment (June 2008)
 Overview of Qualification Reports
 Overview of Qualification Reports
 Principles and practice papers for curriculum areas
 Research Report 4 — Less is More: Good Practice in Reducing Assessment
Time
 Coursework Authenticity — a Guide for Teachers and Lecturers
 SCQF Handbook: User Guide (published 2009) and
SCQF level descriptors (to be reviewed during 2011 to 2012):
www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/4595.html
 SQA Skills Framework: Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work
 Skills for Learning, Skills for Life and Skills for Work: Using the Curriculum
Tool
 SQA Guidelines on e-assessment for Schools
 SQA Guidelines on Online Assessment for Further Education
 SQA e-assessment web page: www.sqa.org.uk/sqa/5606.html
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